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An analytical model is formulated for a three-dimensional nonlinear
stability problem in a rocket motor combustion chamber. The chamber is
modeled as a right circular cylinder with a short (multiorifice) nozzle,
and an acoustic liner covering an arbitrary portion of the cylindrical
periphery. The combustion is concentrated at the injector and the gas
flow field is characterized by a mean Mach number. The unsteady combus-
tion processes are formulated using the Crocco time lag model. The re-
sulting equations are solved using a Green's function method combined
with numerical evaluation techniques. The influence of acoustic liners
on the nonlinear waveforms is predicted. Nonlinear stability limits and
regions where triggering is possible are also predicted for both lined
and unlined combustors in terms of the combustion parameters.
VNOMENCLATURE
Symbol Definition
A constant defined in Equation 14
a speed of sound
B 1,2  constant defined after Equations 18-2, 24
C constant defined after Equation 18-2
G Green's function
i unit complex (/-i)
j amplitude ordering parameter
k Specific acoustic impedance, harmonic ordering parameter
z radial wave number
M mean flow Mach number
m tangential wave number
m mass flow rate
n interaction index, longitudinal wave number, unit
outward normal
P time dependent pressure
p time independent pressure
Q constant of integration defined in Equation (7-0)




u longitudinal perturbation velocity
V chamber perturbation velocity
vi
Symbol Definition




asecond order coefficient matrix
8 specific acoustic admittance
Y ratio of specific heats, integral defined before Equation 25
6 Dirac delta function, integral defined before Equation 25
E amplitude parameter
acoustic frequency
0 tangential coordin te
A normalization constant, defined after Equation 17
A root of equation Jm'(y ) = 0
S linear coefficient matrix
p density
T sensitive time lag
time dependent potential function
time independent potential function
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INTRODUCTION
Combustion instability is generally classified into three types. Low
frequency instability (ten to three hundred hertz) is usually characterized
as a coupling between the propellant feed system and combustion chamber.
High frequency instability (seven hundred to ten thousand hertz) is the
most destructive and is usually characterized by an in-phase coupling be-
tween the combustion processes and the pressure oscillations in the com-
bustion chamber. The frequencies of these oscillations are close to the
acoustic frequencies for the combustion chamber. Intermediate frequency
instability, thought to be generated by a coupling of entropy waves and
pressure oscillations, fills the frequency gap left by the two previous
types of instability and is not frequently observed. This investigation is
directed toward a better understanding of high frequency combustion in-
stability.
A rocket motor can be broken down into four areas of interest, the
combustion processes, the nozzle, a damping device, and the gas dynamic
field in the combustion chamber. The combustion processes, even in steady
operation, are extremely complex and are not well understood. The pro-
cesses involve injection, atomization, mixing, vaporization, and chemical
kinetics. A hueristic approach to modeling the combustion processes in a
gross way useful to the engineer was suggested by Theodore von Karman in
1941. His basic hypothesis was that the combustion processes could be
collected to form a time lag which represented the residence time of the
propellants from injection to combustion. (1) This early work led to the
Crocco sensitive time lag theory which formulates a relationship between
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the thermodynamic variables of the chamber and the time lag for an element
of propellant. The time lag, T, represents the residence time before com-
bustion for which the propellant element is exposed to gasdynamic oscilla-
tions. The effect of the gasdynamic oscillations is correlated by the
interaction index, n. This parameter is an indicator of the propellant
elements' sensitivity to the chamber oscillations. (2 ,3,4 ) This theory has
been experimentally verified and the results show good agreement with the
theory for the cases studied.(5)
The combustion parameters (n and T) are used to determine stability
limits for a combustion chamber. Neutral stability limits separate the
stability map into two regions. The first of these is one in which oscilla-
tions grow in time and are termed unstable, in the second one the oscilla-
tions decay in time and are stable. A combustor with combustion parameters
that lie on the neutral stability curve are termed neutrally stable.
The behavior of oscillatory flow through the convergent portion of a
nozzle has received considerable attention. Tsien(6) treated the linear
small amplitude, problem for a one-dimensional, isothermal nozzle flow.
Crocco extended the analysis by dropping the isothermal assumption.
Crocco and Sirignano (7 ) later extended the analyses to consider three-
dimensional flow in nozzles of varying geometry. The problems of finite
amplitude oscillations (the nonlinear problem) has also been analyzed for
three-dimensional oscillations of moderate amplitude by Zinn and Crocco.(91 0 )
The use of a damping device is of considerable importance in rocket
engines. These devices may consist of baffles, acoustic resonator damp-
ing devices, or a combination of the two types. Baffles are blades that
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are placed perpendicular to the injector face. The mechanisms by which
baffles work is not understood, and they must be treated as part of the
gas dynamic problem within the combustor. The baffle problem will not
be included in this report. Acoustic resonator damping devices are a
category of devices which may be attached or machined into the cylindri-
cal periphery of the combustion chamber. The resonant chamber for these
devices may be modeled as Helmholtz resonator, quarter-wave, or half-wave
tube. The theoretical analysis for small amplitude oscillations in
Helmholtz resonators was done by Lord Rayleigh ( 1). The theory has been
extended to include nonlinear influences and empirically corrected through
the years. (1 2 ,1 3 ,14 ) Recent analyses have theoretically evaluated differ-
ent resonator devices to include such effects as finite amplitude oscilla-
tions, mean and oscillatory chamber flows, liner-mean-through flow, flow
in liner backing distances (for Helmholtz geometries), and differences in
the mean gas properties of the combustion chamber and the resonanting
device. (16,17,18,19) Experimental results show good agreement with the
above theories.(20)
The gas dynamics of the flow in the combustion chamber is dependent
on the combustion processes, the nozzle, and the acoustic absorber (and
the baffles). By choosing particular models to describe the combustion,
nozzle, and acoustic resonator behaviors, the stability of the flow in
the combustion chamber can, in many cases, be determined.
The stability of small amplitude oscillations in combustion chambers
has been extensively investigated using the time lag model to represent
the combustion process. (4 ) Early studies concentrated on the influence
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of'the combustion process and nozzle interaction on the gas dynamics.
Oberg and Kuluva (2 1 ) investigated the influence of a full length liner
on a combustion chamber with respect to frequency and decay rate. How-
ever, their work did not include the influences of mean flow in the cham-
ber, of combustion, or of the nozzle. A later full length liner investi-
gation was made by Priem and Rice(22) which included the influences of
mean flow, combustion concentrated at the injector, and the nozzle. A
similar invetigation to the one above with the combustion distributed
axially was performed by Sirignano. (2 3 ) These investigations showed that
acoustic liners change both the stability of wave oscillations and their
frequency of oscillation. These studies were fundamentally sound, but
they were not realistic. In practice an acoustic liner does not cover
the entire surface of a combustor but only a fraction of it. The linear
analysis of the partially lined combustion chamber for both concentrated
and distributed combustion, with mean flow, liner and nozzle influences
has recently been completed at Colorado State University. (2 4 ,2 5 ) This
latter analysis determined the influence of partial length acoustic liners
at arbitrary locations and of arbitrary length of neutral stability limits
for the combustor.
The major failure of the linear analyses just described is their
limitation to very small amplitude oscillations and their inability to
predict waveforms similar to experimental results. Allied with this is
their inability to predict the possibility of triggered instability.
Triggering is defined as the initiation of finite amplitude oscillations
by the introduction of a disturbance of sufficient magnitude. This may
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occur accidentally, through the combustion process, or intentionally by
the introduction of a high pressure gas pulse or an explosive charge.
While it has been shown that linear analysis produces stability limit
results that are in agreement with experiment, the results do not accu-
rately predict the waveforms. The experimental waveforms are found to
have sharp peaks and shallow valleys, or even discontinuities which the
linear analyses do not model at all.
Due to the complex nature of the problem the investigation of the
nonlinear (finite amplitude) instability is not as fully developed as the
investigation of linear instability. The behavior of finite amplitude
transverse waves in a circular cylinder was investigated by Maslen and
Moore.( 2 6) Their investigation included only fluid mechanical effects
and did not include the influences of combustion, mean flow, nozzle, or
damping devices. They concluded from their work that transverse waves
do not steepen into shock waves as longitudinal waves must. Their results
are of interest to the field of combustion instability because the pre-
dicted nonlinear waveforms aresimilar to those obtained experimentally in
rocket engines.
The success of the sensitive time lag concept in linear analyses has
led to its extension into the nonlinear regime. The nonlinear analyses
may be broken down into two groups. The first group studied the behavior
of one-dimensional longitudinal oscillations. Sirignano (2 7 ) assumed con-
centrated combustion and that the chamber was terminated by a "short"
(quasi-steady) nozzle. He demonstrated the existance of periodic, finite
amplitude, longitudinal waves near the linear stability limit. These
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solutions were unstable with respect to the linear stability limits
indicating the possibility of triggering. This analysis was extended
by Mitchell (2 8 ) to include the possibility of discontinuous wave forms.
He included both concentrated and distributed combustion and, again, he
used the "short" nozzle approximation. Finite amplitude, periodic, dis-
continuous oscillations were shown to exist for both types of combustion.
It was also demonstrated that intrinsically stable waves may be triggered
to produce unstable waveforms. A later analysis by Zinn and Lores(2 9 )
with distributed combustion and "short" nozzle was developed to include
the transient behavior of a longitudinal oscillation. The authors were
able to show the transient and limit cycle behavior and waveforms, and
found that in some regions the waveforms exhibit shock wave characteristics.
They were also able to show that the final form of the oscillations was in-
dependent of the initial disturbance.
The logical extension of the one-dimensional longitudinal analysis
to three dimensions was made by Zinn. (1 0 ) His model assumed concentrated
coimbustion and was terminated by his previously discussed three-dimen-
sional nozzle model. Zinn showed the existence of three-dimensional,
finite amplitude, periodic oscillations. He was able to prove the possi-
bility of triggering unstable oscillations, however due to the compli-
cated nature of the final form of his equations, he was unable to determine
triggering amplitudes. Powell(30) using a different method of analysis
studied essentially the same problem. For both concentrated and distri-
buted combustion with the chamber terminated by a short nozzle he was
able to obtain solutions to his equations and to determine nonlinear
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stability limits. One main drawback in the two previous analyses is that
they are forced by their respective analytic techniques to assume a solu-
tion in one of the spatial directions. In other words, they assume a
priori the final waveform for one of the dimensions. A more complete
survey of the work in linear and nonlinear combustion instability may be
found in any of the excellent survey papers.
From the list of previous accomplishments in the area of nonlinear
instability, it is evident that it is desirable to find an analytical
solution to the problem in which no approximations need be made about the
form of the spacial waveforms and to include the influence of partial
length acoustic liners on the final waveforms. This is, indeed, the goal
of this analysis.
In the present work the combustion process will be represented by
the Crocco time lag model. In addition the combustion will be taken to
be concentrated at the injector surface. This latter assumption is
equivalent to saying that the region in which combustion takes place is
small when compared to the length of the chamber, which has been shown
experimentally to be relatively accurate in some cases. (3 4 ) The model
will include mean flow effects on the oscillations and the chamber will
be terminated by a "short" nozzle. Since it is not the purpose of this
analysis to design tuned acoustic liners for a given chamber configura-
tion the acoustic liner boundary conditions will be represented simply,
through an admittance coefficient. The use of the admittance coefficient
is consistent with the previous work in the field since results of theory
and experiments on the effect of acoustic liners are typically given in
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terms of this parameter. It is an outgrowth of the early work in acous-
tics and its extension to the area of combustion instability. The axial
location and the length of liner will remain arbitrary in the analysis.
The Green's function technique used herein has been successfully
applied to acoustic problems many times in the literature (for example
Ref. 35). One of the first demonstrations of its applicability to the
combustion instability was made by Culick (36 ) in his study of solid pro-
pellant rockets. The solution technique used herein closely parallels
that used by Oberg,(21) Mitchell, et al.(24) and Baer, et al. (2 5 ) This
technique is extended to determine an analytical solution for the non-
linear equations with discontinuous boundary conditions.
In summary, this report presents a formulation of the three-dimen-
sional nonlinear stability problem (subject to the aforementioned model
assumptions), solves the resulting equations using applied analysis and
numerical techniques, predicts the influence of acoustic liners on the
nonlinear waveforms, determines nonlinear stability limits in terms of
the combustion parameters n and T, and predicts regions of operation
where triggering is possible for both lined and unlined combustors.
THEORY
In order to facilitate the modeling of the flow in a combustor cer-
tain simplifications must be made in order to obtain governing equations
which can be solved. The combustor model (Fig. 1) chosen for this analy-
sis has the combustion zone concentrated at the injector, a uniform cylin-
drical cross section, a finite Mach number mean flow in the combustor,
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and is terminated by a "short" nozzle. An acoustic liner of arbitrary
location and impedance may cover a portion of the cylindrical periphery,
while the remaining uncovered chamber surface is assumed to be an acous-
tically hard wall, that is to have an infinite impedance.
The concentrated combustion assumption implies that the combustor
is long compared to the region where the combustion takes place, or that
the combustion zone is immediately adjacent to the injector surface.
This assumption serves to separate the gasdynamics from the combustion
processes and thus leads to considerable analytical simplification in
the gasdynamic governing equations (discussed later on) because of the
fact that the combustion processes appear only as a boundary condition
and not in the governing equations themselves. The response of the com-
bustion zone mass generation rate according to the Crocco sensitive time
lag (n-T) model, (4 ) is assumed to be pressure dependent only.
The short nozzle or multi-orifice nozzle (7 ) approximation (a col-
lection of small nozzles in the combustor exit plane) assumes that the
individual nozzle dimensions are small compared to the chamber dimensions
and the through-flow time is small compared to the period of the chamber
oscillations. Therefore at each instant the individual nozzle behaves
as if the flow were steady or that a constant Mach number condition
exists at the entrance to the nozzle.
The damping influence of acoustic liners for non-vanishing oscilla-
tion amplitudes is a result of the formation of jets at the exit of the
passage connecting the acoustic liner's resonant cavity and the combus-
tion chamber and the eventual dissipation of the jets' kinetic energy in
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the combustor and the cavity, and to the frictional effects in the connect-
ing passage. The effectiveness of an acoustic liner is a function of fre-
quency, and maximum damping is obtained around the resonant frequency of
the liner where the pressure amplitude in the resonant cavity is at a
maximum. The resonant frequency of the acoustic liner is a function of
the state variables and the physical dimensions of the acoustic liner. In
this analysis the acoustic liners will be assumed to be tuned for all fre-
quencies. That is, it will be assumed that the physical dimensions of the
damping device will be adjusted so that the resonant frequency of the liner
corresponds to the frequency of the combustor or that the impedance is
independent of the chamber frequency.
The flow of gas in the combustor is three-dimensional and it will be
assumed the oscillations in the flow field are periodic and that one fre-
quency is dominant in the chamber. The concentrated combustion model
permits the gasdynamic field to be treated as a single constituent, source
free gas. It is further assumed that the gasdynamic field is homentropic,
irrotational, and calorically perfect. Transport phenomena, such as dif-
fusion, viscosity, and heat conduction, are neglected in the governing
equations. The absence of diffusion is consistent with the single con-
stituent gas assumption. The absence of heat conduction and viscosity
lead to conservative results since they result in damping of pressure
oscillations. Two final forms of natural damping are neglected. Droplet
drag is neglected because of the concentrated combustion assumption, and
wall friction is neglected, which is consistent with the inviscid assump-
tion.
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Using the model described above, a mathematical representation is
obtained by writing the conservation equations and the boundary equations
for the combustor.
The conservation equations are written as follows
Continuity:
S + V (p*V*) = 0
Momentum:
* DV*




State (perfect gas relation):
p* = P*R*T*
The following scheme is now used to put the governing equations in
a nondimensional form. The state variables are nondimensionalized by
their respective steady state or mean values. The characteristic velocity
and time will be the mean of sonic velocity (a*) and the wave travel time
(a*/R*), respectively, while chamber dimensions are nondimensionalized
with respect to the chamber radius. The dimensionless quantities are
r* z* t*R* P*
r = z R t = p = -_
a* p"
P* T* V*
P=- , T = , V=-
p* T* a*
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The nondimensional governing equations are
Continuity:




DV + V = 0 (2)
Dt y
Homentropic Condition:
P = p (3)
State:
P = pT (4)
The irrotationality assumption permits the representation of the
velocity vector in terms of a potential function.
V = V (5)
By substitution of Equations (3) and (5) into Equations (1) and (2), it
is possible to combine the conservation equations into a single partial
differential equation in terms of the velocity potential.
Q t- t V 2 (V V)
1+ - (V * V ) + (Y-1)9 V24 (6)2 at
where Q is a constant of integration. The pressure is expressed as a
function of the velocity potential as follows
y-1
S+ ( ) + p = Q  (7)
-t 2 (y-l)
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Lacking a direct solution of the above equations it is assumed that
P and c4 can be expanded in an infinite series in powers of some ampli-
tude parameter, E, and that each order of the function 1 may be repre-
sented by a Fourier series in time, t. By making use of the periodicity
and mean flow Mach number assumptions the velocity potential is then
represented by
Sj
= Mz + Z Z J ( j ) ei(kw)t
(k)j=l k=l
where M is the mean flow Mach number, z is the nondimensional axial
coordinate, i is the unit complex (7-_), j is the ordering parameter,
w is the complex chamber frequency, k is the frequency ordering param-
eter, t is the nondimensional time, and is the time dependent poten-
tial function.
The pressure is defined similarly
oD jP CO i i j (j) i(km)tP = 1 + E E ' p(k) e (9)
j=1 k=l
The chamber frequency is also represented by an infinite series in
the amplitude parameter
=(0) + () (10)
j=1
Before going further it is convenient to introduce a new variable
y, where y is the product of the frequency and time
y = wt (11)
The boundary condition on Equation (6) is • *n = P where n is
the outward normal for the appropriate surface, and B is an average
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specific acoustic admittance for that surface. The surfaces are defined
as the injector plane, the nozzle exit plane, and the cylindrical periph-
ery. The cylindrical periphery can consist of two or more surfaces,
depending on the location of the acoustic liner. The acoustic admittance
changes discontinuously with the change in surfaces.
The injector boundary condition is derived using the time-lag model
to represent the combustion processes. This model relates the rate of
mass generation due to combustion to the steady-state mass flow as follows
m = m(l )
dT"
where -- represents the rate of change of the time lag, and m is thedt
mass flow rate. This relationship assumes that the injection rate is con-
stant at all times. The evaluation of - will not be repeated here,dt
because it is available and clearly presented in Crocco's work. The
final form of Crocco's results will be accepted as a postulate in this
report. His relationship is
dT = n(P'(t) 
- P'(t - T))dt
where P' = P - 1. By arithmetic manipulation we obtain the following
relationship between the admittance and the combustion parameters n and T.
1 (P'(t) - P'(t-T))
i  p'(t)
Terms of p'2  and higher are ignored in this derivation. Nonlinear
extensions to the above model have been formulated by Sirignano (2 7 ) and
Zinn.(10)Zinn. The linear formulation is used here because of its simplicity
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and because corrections to the primary combustion parameters n and T
can be calculated through i in a simple way.
The chamber exit plane or nozzle entrance plane boundary condition
is derived using the short or quasi-steady nozzle approximation. This
approximation assumes that the dimensions of the nozzle are small com-
pared to chamber dimensions. Such a quasi-steady condition can be approx-
imated by a uniform distribution of many small individual nozzles over the
chamber exit plane. The quasi-steady nozzle condition(8) is
* n = A{1 + Y-1) 2 2(y-1) (13)cVi) 2 1 (13)
2y 2y
P p
where A is a constant.
On the cylindrical periphery the acoustic admittance need not be uni-
form along the axial length, and when a partial length liner is present
the admittance must change discontinuously. When a liner is not present
or on the segment of the cylindrical surface which is not covered by a
liner the acoustic admittance is assumed to be identically zero. This
implies that the surface is an acoustically hard wall, that does not de-
flect due to the pressure oscillations. The acoustic impedance is a
coefficient which describes the interaction of sound waves with a locally
reacting surface. The acoustic impedance for the absorber is related to
the acoustic admittance by the following equation
c  yk (14)
where k is the specific acoustic impedance for the absorber. The
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acoustic impedance is the term generally used in acoustic literature for
theory and experiment. In experiment (both acoustic and rocket test
firings) it is easier to determine the impedance. The reacting surface
in this case is the acoustic absorber. The impedance is a function of
absorber dimensions and the frequency of oscillation within the absorber.
There are many theories, linear and nonlinear, which can be used to cal-
culate the impedance. However, the nonlinear and some of the linear
theories use experimental data to define some of the parameters used in
the theory, because of this a typical acoustic impedance is arbitrarily
chosen and used. This impedance will be constant, which implies that as
the frequency changes the absorber dimensions change such that the main
chamber frequency and the absorber frequency are the same. The absorber
dimensions are not of interest in this report, the reader is referred to
the work of Mitchell, et al.(36) for the procedure used in the designing
an acoustic absorber for a combustion chamber.
The expansions for 0, p and w in terms of e and harmonic con-
tent are now substituted into the governing equations, Equations (6) and
(7) and the result is separated according to powers of c. In this work
terms through 0(E3 ) were considered. Similarly, the boundary condi-
tions on the bounding surfaces are also expanded. Equations and appro-
priate boundary conditions for 0(c), 0(E2 ) and O(E3) are thus obtained.
These equations and boundary conditions are lengthy. They are written
down completely in Appendix A.
For the jth order in c there are j linear equations and boundary
conditions for j harmonic components of (). That is, to O(E) there
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is a single linear equation for (1). To O(C2) there are two linear
and (2)equations, one for (2) and one for 2) To ( 3 ) there are three
(1) (2)
(3) (3) (3)linear equations for (1) ) and (3) The general form of these(1) (2) (3)"
equations is
(j)
V2(j) - (0) 2((k)) (j)(j -1) (j-2)
(k) - 2 ,(yk = L (k) N.L , ...)
() where(j) eiky FL( ) is a linear function of and
where (k)  (k)
(j-1) (j-2)FN.L( , ) is a nonlinear function of lower order solutions.
In order to convert the governing equations and their boundary condi-
tions into integral equations, Green's functions corresponding to the
appropriate frequency values are introduced. The Green's functions satisfy
the equation
V2G(k) + (kw(0))2G(k) = 6(r/r ) (15)
where V(k) n* = 0 on all boundaries and 6 is the Dirac delta func-
tion. The Green's function is represented as an orthonormal eigenfunction
expansion for the chamber with no mean flow, no combustion, and solid
walls. The form of this expansion is given in Appendix A.
The partial differential equations for all orders are then converted
to integral equations using the appropriate Green's function and follow-
ing standard techniques. (34) Details of this transformation as well as
the complete integral equations are given in Appendix A.
To lowest order the linear integral equation is exactly the same as
the one solved previously by Mitchell et al. (2 4 )  Solution is obtained
by successive approximation and results finally in a combustion zone
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eigenvalue, ) (or n(0) and (0)) and a solution for () of the
following form
( = + cos P n Jm(A r) cos
R n
where $ is a solution obtained by separation of variables for the un-
lined chamber, and p n is a two dimensional matrix determined by the
successive approximation technique.
To second order (in e) two integral equations result for the two
(2) (2)harmonic components P(2 ) and (2) Solution of the integral equation
(2)) (2)
for determines the form of (2) and the first order corrections
(1) (1)
to and w, and (l). This solution is found to be (see
to 8i and , i
Appendix A) (21)= 0 = 0, u(l) = 0. That is, to second order no
change in frequency or combustion response eigenvalues is predicted, and
the first harmonic component of the second order solution is identically
zero.
(2)The solution of the integral equation for (2)results in the
(2)following expression for 
(2) = E E a 0n(2) Pmn Zmn(2) A m n
The three dimensional matrix a mn is evaluated directly by integration
of nonlinear functions of 0(1) over the appropriate boundary surfaces
and bounded volume of the chamber. No iteration or successive approxi-
mation is necessary since 0(l) is now a known function. Most of the
integrals can be evaluated analytically, however the ones involving
triple products of Bessel functions were evaluated numerically following
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a technique discussed in Appendix B.
(3) (3) (3)To third order three integral equations for  2) and (3)(1)' (2) (3)
may be written down. In this work only the first harmonic component
(3)for (3) was considered. The reason for this is that it is this equa-(1)
tion which serves to determine the second order corrections to the eigen-
values and w, B2) and (2). It is the determination of this
eigenvalue relationship (which specifies the nonlinear stability behavior
of the combustor) which is the main goal of this research. The third
order corrections to the nonlinear waveforms are not determined, mainly
from a profound awe of the computational complexities involved. Thus,
the third order equations are invoked only to determine the nonlinear
eigenvalue corrections; the waveforms are determined only to second order
accuracy. The determining third order eigenvalue relationship is found
to be (see Appendix A)
Y 2) f (0) (1) +M (1) dsi
ii
f p (2) ' 's F (2) )




where both H and F are known nonlinear function of lower order solutions.
The method used to determine 8(2) and w(2) is to specify a
particular combustor configuration, to solve the linear equations for the
waveform and the acoustic admittance at the injector, to solve the second
order equation for the nonlinear waveform, and finally to solve the first
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harmonic third order equation for the second order correction to the
acoustic admittance at the injector. A demonstration of the success of
the technique in predicting nonlinear waveforms and nonlinear stability
limits in combustors with and without partial length acoustic liners is
presented in the next section.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The analytical method developed in this investigation can be used
to predict pressure waveforms similar to experimentally observed wave-
forms and to predict regions where triggering is possible for both un-
lined and lined combustors. A particular combustor configuration will
be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. The combustor
configuration chosen to demonstrate the technique is one in which several
of the parameters chosen have adverse effects on the calculations. The
combustor chosen has a long chamber (L/R = 2.7), a high mean flow Mach
number (0.33), and an acoustic liner with strong damping influence (k = 5)
covering the chamber walls from the injector to one-third of the chamber
length. Many combustors are shorter, have a lower mean flow Mach number,
and although the admittance coefficient for the liner may be larger, the
liner typically covers a much smaller portion of the periphery. All
these changes cause positive influences on the calculational rapidity
and convergence of the technique. The configuration chosen thus serves
as an upper.limit, as far as severity of calculational problems are con-
cerned, for a wide range of combustors of interest.
After the model parameters are fixed the linear equation is solved.
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A solution to the unlined chamber is found by Bernoulli's method (separa-
tion of variables) and then the effect of the acoustic liner on the in-
jector acoustic admittance and the waveform is determined by a modified
Green's function technique using Picard's method (successive functional
approximations).
Once the linear injector admittance and waveform are determined the
second order correction to the waveform can be determined. Application
of the Green's function method leads directly to a solution involving
only the eigenfunctions (QN) and a coefficient matrix (BN). The coeffi-
cient matrix (BN) involves integrals of the products of the linear
solution ((1)) and of the eigenfunctions. To solve for the second
order coefficients the integrals involving the spacial variables 0 and
z are evaluated analytically. There is no closed form solution for the
majority of the integrals involving the Bessel function and these are
evaluated numerically (see Appendix B).
Finally, with the second order coefficient matrix calculated, the
(2)
second order correction to the injector admittance (Bi ) can be deter-
mined through the use of the eigenvalue relationship, Equation (16). Use
of the expression =-M[n(l - ei) - ] then results in two equations
relating the three quantities n(2) (2) and w(2)
In the calculations performed n(2) and T(2) were required to lie
on the normal to the first order stability curve, for each point on that
curve (in other words for each value of w(0)). For a given value of c,
then, the corresponding values of w(2), n(2) (2) and D, the normal
displacement from the linear neutral stability curve could be calculated.
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Results of such calculations for the combustor chosen with no liner
are shown in Figure 2. The linear stability curve separates the region
of stable oscillations (outside the curve) from the region of unstable
oscillations (inside the curve). The stability curve is parameterized
in frequency with frequency increasing from right to left. For conven-
ience the ratio of the frequency to the first transverse acoustic fre-
quency is used to define the frequency points along the linear curve.
The linear stability curve has a low minimum value for n(0 ) which im-
plies that the combustor at this point is very sensitive to disturbances.
The linear curve also exhibits mixed mode behavior in the range of
interest for the combustion parameters. That is, there is a transition
from first transverse at low frequencies to the combined first transverse-
first longitudinal at higher frequencies. In the figure this transition
appears as the loop with the region to the right of the loop being pre-
dominately first transverse acoustic and the region to the left of the
loop being the combined first transverse-first longitudinal acoustic mode.
The various types of nonlinear stability behavior predicted will now
be discussed, again using the frequency ratio as parameter. For frequency
ratios less than about .93 all normal displacements from the linear sta-
bility curve are found to be negative (inside the neutral stability curve).
A region of stable finite amplitude oscillations is consequently indicated
inside the neutral stability curve for this part of the stability map.
Small amplitude oscillations grow in amplitude until they reach the ampli-
tude predicted for the n and T of interest.
For frequency ratios between about .93 and .965 along the neutral
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stability limit normal displacements are found to be positive (outside
the neutral stability curve) and to depend on E approximately quad-
radically. This type of behavior is shown in Figure 3 for frequency
ratios of .94 and .95. The region outside the neutral stability curve
for this range of frequency ratios is a region where triggering is pre-
dicted. Though this region is a linearly stable region, finite amplitude
oscillations are predicted from the nonlinear analysis. The conclusion
to be drawn is that, though the combustor is stable to small amplitude
disturbances, perturbations of sufficient amplitude may excite finite
amplitude periodic oscillations. For example, at a point displaced .075
units from the point on the neutral stability curve corresponding to a
frequency ratio of .95, a disturbance of amplitude .175 is required to
trigger the finite amplitude oscillations (see Figure 3).
Also shown in this region are dashed lines corresponding to the
locus of points requiring the same amplitude disturbance to excite oscil-
lations. The further away from the neutral stability curve one of these
constant amplitude lines is located, the more sensitive is the location
on the n,T plane to triggering. In particular at the frequency ratios
of approximately .93 and .965 all lines of constant c pass through the
neutral stability curve and no triggering is possible.
Proceeding outward from the neutral stability curve at approximately
a 450 angle from the point corresponding to a frequency ratio of .965 is
a solid-dashed line. This line represents the approximate location of a
triggering limit. Along this line disturbances of very large amplitude
(beyond the amplitude for which this analysis may be considered accurate)
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are necessary to trigger finite amplitude oscillations. Below this curve
no triggering is predicted.
For values of the frequency ratio of from .965 to 1.01 both positive
and negative normal displacements are predicted. This behavior is seen
in Figure 4. For a given positive normal displacement two, one, or zero
finite amplitude solutions may be found. When two solutions are predicted
the lower amplitude solution is assumed to be unstable, the upper stable.
Then, disturbances with amplitudes less than that of the lower solution
decay while those with amplitudes greater than that of the lower solution
either grow (if they are below the upper solution) or decay (if they are
above the upper solution) until this amplitude is the same as that of the
stable (upper) solution. The lower solution serves as a limiting minimum
amplitude for triggering in this case. The limiting displacement for
this type of behavior occurs when the lower and upper solution coincide.
The locus of these limiting displacements serves as a triggering limit in
that, for displacements beyond this locus, no triggering is possible.
The locus is shown as a solid-dashed line in Figure 2. Note that this
line is very close to the neutral stability limit for this region.
Negative displacements are also predicted in this region and are
presumed to indicate the existence of stable finite amplitude oscilla-
tions of relatively large amplitude (see Figure 4). The dashed continua-
tions of the various curves in Figures 3 and 4 indicate regions of
sufficient amplitude that higher order corrections, not considered here
may be quite important.
The frequency regime from 1.01 on corresponds to the mixed mode
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region mentioned earlier. Here again a triggering region along with
lines of constant amplitude (dashed lines) and a triggering limit solid-
dashed line are shown.
The results for the combustor with an acoustic liner are presented
in Figures 5, 6 and 7 and are similar to those of Figures 2, 3 and 4
except that the stability curves are shifted to larger values of n.
This indicates that a substantial overall stabilizing effect is produced
by the liner. It can be seen in Figure 5 that the low frequency trigger-
ing regime (frequency ratio less than about .95) is relatively smaller
when a liner is present. In addition the lines of constant e are more
closely spaced indicating that larger amplitude distrubances are necessary
for triggering when a liner is present. This is also shown in Figure 6.
(Compare with Figure 3.)
The moderate frequency triggering region which was present without
the liner is completely eliminated when the liner is in place. No two
solution or two normal displacement region occurs.
In the mixed mode high frequency region the size of the triggering
region is reduced and the required triggering amplitudes are increased
when a liner is present as was the case for the lower frequency trigger-
ing region.
The conclusion here is that the addition of an acoustic liner not
only increases the linear stability of the chamber (the stability curves
are shifted upward) but also decreases substantially the sensitivity of
the combustor to triggering. The liner thus improves both the linear
and nonlinear stability of the combustor.
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The nonlinear waveforms were determined by adding the nonlinear
waveform perturbation to the linear waveform. In Figure 8 a typical
experimental pressure oscillation (from Ref. 23) is shown. The oscilla-
tion displays a sharp peak with a distorted valley. Figures 9 and 10
are the pressure waveforms as a function of time at the injector for two
typical frequencies for an unlined chamber. In Figure 9 the combustor
frequency is below the resonant frequency and in Figure 10 the combustor
frequency is above the resonant frequency. Figure 9 shows some nonlinear
behavior in the slight steepening of the wave with a slightly sharper
peak and shallower valley. Figure 10 has a nonlinear waveform with
steepening of the waveform at the peak and a shallow valley. The results
in Figure 10 are similar to these presented in Maslen and Moore (26) in
their acoustic work, and the results presented in Powell and Zinn (30 ) in
their nonlinear stability work.
For a lined combustor the pressure-time plots (Figs. 11 and 12) are
similar to those for the unlined chamber. In Figure 11 the nonlinear
waveform coincides with the linear waveform. The liner has a sufficiently
strong influence at this value of frequency so that there is no distor-
tion. At the higher frequency (Figure 12) the influence of the liner is
not as strong and in fact the wave steepening is more pronounced than in
the unlined chamber. In Figures 13-16 pressure is plotted versus the
axial dimension. Figure 13 shows that at a frequency below the acoustic
frequency for an unlined chamber the nonlinear wave shows steepening and
a sharper peak than the linear wave with an increase in the maximum and
a decrease in the minimum pressure amplitude. For the same chamber at a
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frequency above the acoustic frequency (Figure 14) the linear wave is a
very flat first longitudinal wave. The nonlinear wave shifts to a more
pronounced waveform similar to a second longitudinal wave with a decrease
in the maximum pressure amplitude. Figure 15 shows the nonlinear wave
exhibiting typical nonlinear behavior with steepening, shallower valleys,
and sharper peaks for a lined chamber with increases and decreases in
the maximum and minimum pressure amplitudes. Figure 16 is the lined
chamber at a frequency above the acoustic frequency. The nonlinear wave
exhibits typical nonlinear behavior with a decrease in the maximum per-
turbation pressure.
The analytical technique presented in this report is quite general
and from the results the following conclusions are drawn:
1. A Green's function technique can be successfully applied
in the solution of nonlinear combustion stability problems.
2. The technique can predict experimentally observed nonlinear
phenomena.
a. regions where finite amplitude disturbances may be
trigger instability in a linearly stable engine.
b. nonlinear pressure waveforms similar to those experi-
mentally observed.
3. The technique is applicable to a wide range of combustor
configurations as determined by the ability to handle the
"limiting" case used.
4. The addition of an acoustic liner to a combustor improves
both the linear stability (higher combustion zone response
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is required) and the nonlinear stability. (Regions where
triggering is possible are reduced and larger amplitudes
are required.)
5. The technique requires a reasonable expenditure of computer
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Figure 1. Rocket motor combustion chamber model with concentrated combi on
and "short" (multi-orifice) nozzle.
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Figure 2. Stability map for an unlined combustor. Chamber length = 2.7, mean flow
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Figure 3. Normal displacement for an unlined combustor
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Figure 4. Normal displacement for an unlined combustor
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Figure 5. Stability map for a lined combustor. Chamber length = 2.7, mean flow
Mach number = 0.33, ratio of specific heats = 1.2, X1 = 0.0, X2 = 0.90,
k = 5.0.
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Figure 6. Normal displacement for a lined combustor for
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Figure 7. Normal displacement for a lined combustor for
various frequencies along the linear neutral
stability curve.
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Figure 8. Experimental pressure waveforms versus time
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Figure 13, Pressure versus axial coordinate for an unlined combustor














Figure 14. Pressure versus axial coordinate for an unlined combustor
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Figure 15. Pressure versus axial coordinate for a lined combustor
















This Appendix presents the differential and integral equations,
boundary conditions, and eigenvalue relationships developed for the
application of this technique.
Substitution of the expansions in e discussed in the Theory sec-
tion into the governing equations Equations (6) and (7) leads to the
following equations to the appropriate orders in s
0(1): V2$(0) = 0
Q = 1 + Y12
(0)2;2b(l) (0) _() (i)
0(c): V2,(1 ) - W () 1 = 2w ( ) + M 2  ()
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The associated boundary conditions are written
0(c): #(1) n = (0)p(1)
o(e2): v(2) * = (0) (2) (1) (1)
(k) nP(k)
0(E2: (k3) * n = 8(0) (3) + (1) (2 ) + (2) (1i)
(0) 1 () (2 )
At the liner $ = y 1 = (2) = 0, where k is the acoustic
impedance and is taken to be a real constant. At the nozzle $(0) - M2
A-3
(1)  (2) 
= 0, where M is the Mach number. At the injector (com-
bustion zone) () 1(1), and $ (2) are complex eigenvalues to be
determined by the periodicity requirement.
The partial differential equations along with their associated
boundary conditions are converted to integral equations using a Green's
function represented by an eigenfunction expansion as follows
G(k) = Z E mn kmn o
Z mn (kw(0) 2- 2
(mn
kmn is an orthornormal eigenfunction given by
cos mO nrz
0 J (A r)cos -Zmn A m m L
£mn
and ~mn is the frequency of the closed chamber
2 2 n 2 r2
kmn km L2
The quantity Akm is a root of the equation
J'(m r) = 0 and A mn
is the normalization constant which is determined from
fIffLO2 dV = 1.SZmn
Utilization of this Green's function in the governing equation and
following standard techniques converts the partial differential equa-
tions to integral equations for each power of C and each harmonic com-
ponent. To lowest order (0(E))
A-4
(1) = / G(1) (rr o)8[yi (0) (1) + M 1)-dS
oz N d 0
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S 0
o
where QN is one of the acoustic eigenfunctions for the chamber with no
mean flow, no combustion zone, liner or nozzle, nN  is the eigenvalue
for the frequency of oscillation associated with the eigenfunction N'
and GN is a Green's function for the chamber with one term (N)
removed from the series for G The solution to the linear equations is
given formally by
,l) -+ c os z(1) = + cos nm  m nJ (A mr)cos 2
where
cos m e izB izB2
SJm(Xt r)(e + Ce )
Smn
(O)M E [w(0)2M2 + (M2-1)( - (0)2)]
B1 , 2m
C = -eiL (BI-B2 ) [B + (0) + MB1)]
[B2 + y((O) + MB2)
and T is a normalization constant determined by
A-5
fff dV = 1.
The coefficients p9n and the specific acoustic admittance at the in-
jector are determined by a successive approximation technique (essen-
tially Picard's method). The subscripts k,m,n represent the radial,
tangential, and longitudinal wave numbers, respectively. The reader is
referred to the papers of Mitchell, et al. (24) and Espander (3 7) for a
more detailed description of the above solution technique.
To second order in e two harmonic components exist, (2) and
(1)
(2) (2)2) The equation for 4( is(2) (1)
a~(2) 2 (2)
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where the surface integral represents the integral over all three surfaces.
This equation in turn is divided into an eigenvalue relationship for
(1)  and w(1)  and a linear homogeneous integral relationship for (2)
These are, respectively
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The only consistent solution to the eigenvalue relationship is 8) =
1( ) = 0. The solution to the integral equation for (2) on the other
(2) (1)hand is (1) = a( where a is arbitrary. In particular a may be
identically zero. Thus the first harmonic second order equations imply
(1) (1) (2)
i =(1)
The integral relationship for (2) is(2)
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The equation may be rewritten so that the terms involving 4(2) appear(2)
on the left hand side of the equation and the terms remaining are a
function only of (1)
(2) G 2) fl((2))d 
- G(2) f2 (2))dS(2) N (2) 0 S N (2))d
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The right hand side of this equation can be rewritten as R.H.S. =
EE En Bmn m where
n £mn  tenN
B = /// (1))dVmn ( (2W (0) 2 ())d
+ )f QN(r ) O(1))/N o g2 (q )dS ]
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Assuming that a particular solution can be represented as a triple
(2) Ninfinite series, (2) ZNaNQN(r), substitution into Equation (20) yields




Yijk = - ff G f ( (2ijkr))dvij  ijk ijk ro)
0
and
i k = -ff G( 2 ) f 2 (Sijk(r ))dSjk S ijk 0
Due to the orthonormality of the eigenfunctions, the coefficients
amn are defined as
B£mn
mn ( + mn + mn) (25)
The integrals. appearing in the coefficient Bimn Yin, and 6 mn can
be evaluated analytically, except for the Bessel integrals which must be
evaluated numerically. The Bessel integrals involve triple products of
the Bessel functions of different orders. The evaluation of these inte-
grals is discussed in Appendix B.
To third order in e three harmonic component equations occur. As
discussed in the theory section, only the one for (3) is of interest(1)
since it yields the relationship between the eigenvalues (2)  and w(2).
The equation for 0(3) is(1)
(3) )2[2(3)
) 1)(2i(0) M + M20(l) aZ DZz
V
0-
+ ()]do + f G(1) (0)(i ( 0 )  + M (3)+ F( )JdV + fY G (1 ((r/r)Y (0) [ci 0 )) (3) + M (1))SN o) z
- (0)H(')]dso + f2) G(l) (r/ )[iW0 (I) + M ldSSi aZ i
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where
F(r) (iw(0) + M - (2) ( () + M a2)
+ 2iw (0) (2)) + V2(2)(M z + inO) ( 1)
22 4
+ ( 2 az -
and
H( p(2) (1) _(y+) p(1) 2(1) - YC (2) (1 ) + (2) (1)H(r) 4y 16y 2
Following essentially the same separation procedure as was used in
the development of the second order eigenvalue relationship the following
equation relating (2) and w(2) resultsi
(2) (0) (1) + M ( ) ]
Ni N d s + MidSS.
1
= 8 IftN H(ro)dSo 
-
f f f N F(r )dV
S V
o o
where F(r ) and H(-r) are the functions defined previously.
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Appendix B
The integrals appearing in Equations 25 and 30 are Lommel-type inte-
grals involving products of Bessel functions to the cubic and quartic
powers. The integration scheme chosen to evaluate these integrals was an
improved Gaussian Quadrature technique by Kronrod. ( 3 7 )  In Gaussian Quad-
rature one gives up the freedom of arbitrary end-points (a,b) for the
interval and fixes them at (-1,1) by a change of variables from x to y
1 1by x = ~(b-a) y + -(b+a). Assuming the original integrand 4(x) is a
continuous function, a new integrand is introduced as a polynomial in y.
b 1
f (x)dx = 2 b-f (y)dy = co(Yo) + a 1)(y 1 ) +
a -1
where (y). = ynLn(y) and L (y) is the Legendre polynomial. The ai
are evaluated (and corresponding values of yi) by evaluating 0(y)
for increasing values of n and evaluating the weighting functions
(an) and the nodes (yn). The technique is accurate up to a polynomial
of order exactly 2n - 1. Kronrod's method is similar except that a
second orthogonal function is introduced and the weights and nodes are
evaluated.
b b-a +1
S(x)dx = 2 ln(Y) yn+1(y)dy = o(y o)a -1
n+l
where n+(y) = + Yx + Y2x 2 + ... + x . This quadrature method
has an accuracy of 3n+l for even n and 3n+2 for odd n.
The forms of the integrals to be evaluated are
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f rn J (kr) J.(XAAr) J-( -- r)dr (1)
0 m Ym m m m m
1
f rn J (X r) JA (Afr) J-(Amr) Jm (km'r)dr (2)
where -1 < n (an integer) j + 1




The values for Xkm were obtained from tabulated values in Refer-
ences 38, 39, and 40.
Three studies were made to determine the accuracy of the Improved
Quadrature and the number of nodes needed. Fettis (4 1) evaluated the
integral
1
f t JO(A Mr) J1 (zmr) Jl1 (zmr)dr for particular values of the
0
subscripts using Gaussian Quadrature. His results are published to five
place accuracy with an upper bound on the error of 0(10- 4 ). For most
of the cases run nine nodes were the maximum needed to reproduce the
same solutions to the published five decimal places. The second study
involved a comparison using Simpson's rule and Improved Quadrature. The
Simpson's rule algorithm (Conte(42)) had an internal error control which
was set at one tenth of one percent. The results for both integrals (1)
and (2) were identical within the error limit. However the Simpson's
rule algorithm was slower than Improved Quadrature by a factor of ten.
The third check on convergence was an internal check made by increasing
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the number of nodes and calculating the error with respect to the largest
node case run (21 nodes). (This corresponds to a 65th order polynomial.)
Depending on the integral evaluated the calculation time varied from 3
to 21 milliseconds for 21 nodes on a third generation CDC computer.
Using this internal comparison it was found that 9 nodes gave an error
which was less than 0.001 percent when compared with the 21 node solution.
The 9 node Improved Quadrature technique was chosen for evaluating inte-
grals (1) and (2).
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Appendix C
This section describes the use of the computer program, COMBADM, to
determine regions of triggering and nonlinear stability limits for a
given set of input parameters which characterize the combustion chamber.
The main program calls three main subroutines LINEAR, NONLINE and EIGEN.
LINEAR calculates the linear coefficient matrix, V, and the injector
admittance, Bi . When the calculation for the linear solution are com-
pleted all variables that are not necessary later are destroyed.
NONLINE calls the routines which calculate the second order coeffi-
cient matrix. On the call to NONLINE a hollerith variable is used to
determine whether or not the linear cross product terms are calculated.
If the hollerith variable equals CROSSbPROD the cross product terms are
calculated. For any other hollerith variable they are not calculated.
After the calculations are complete the program returns to the main pro-
gram.
EIGEN is now called by the main program. This is the subroutine
which calculates the second order correction to the injector admittance
and the second order correction to the frequency, w(2). It should be
noted that a numerical root solving technique is used to find w(2) and
since the equation is transcendental care must be taken in assuring that
the proper root is found. Several numerical root solving techniques
were tried and it was found that the Secant Method (4 3 ) was the most
dependable. The subroutine SOLSION is the root finding technique.
The input parameters are:
1. LENGNO - the problem identifier
2. F - the initial frequency ratio of the combustor
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3. ALENGTH - the length to radius ratio for the combustor
4. AMACH - mean flow Mach Number
5. GAMMA - ratio of specific heats
6. G - complex number specifying the acoustic impedance
of the nozzle
7. AK - complex number specifying the acoustic impedance
of the liner
8. X1 - the beginning of the liner opening with respect
to the injector
9. X2 - the end of the liner opening with respect to
the injector
10. ERROR1 - the maximum acceptable error in the real part of
the combustion admittance
11. ERROR2 - the maximum acceptable error in the imaginary part
of the combustion admittance
12. LHAT - radial acoustic mode number
13. MHAT - transverse acoustic mode number
14. NHAT - longitudinal acoustic mode number
15. LDEX - specifies the number of radial terms in the
coefficient matrix
16. NDEX - specifies the number of longitudinal terms in the
coefficient matrix
17. MATRIX - identifier used to determine whether or not the
coefficient matrix is printed out
18. FINC - the increment size of the frequency ratio
C-3
19. FMAX - the frequency for which a combustion admittance
is calculated
20. EPSILON - initial wave amplitude
21. LOWLIM - minimum acceptable value of w2
22. OMEGING - increment of w2  to start root search
23. UPLIM - maximum acceptable value of w2
Sample Calculation
An example of the output from COMBADM is shown on the page immediately
following the listing of the program. It is suggested that the output be
used for comparison to insure correct operation of the program. In the
output the linear neutral stability point for the unlined combustor is
denoted as BETAWI and the linear neutral stability point for the lined
combustor to the specified accuracy is the last value of BETAI(J) listed.
The n and T values listed next are given for the lined combustor first
and the unlined combustor next.
The nonlinear (second order) coefficient matrix is printed out next
for the unlined combustor. The n and T values above the line follow-
ing the coefficient matrix are for w(2) = 0. The numerical values in-
side the lines are the second order corrections. These are followed by
the corrected values for the frequency, the admittance, n, and T. The
normal displacement is the distance between the linear stability point
and the stability point for the given amplitude parameter. The quanti-
ties G and Gl are the error checks for the root w2 . Following
the results for the unlined combustor are the results for the lined
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combustor which are presented in the same form as above.
The form of the input for COMBADM is shown immpediately following
the list of the program. The input is on five data cards as follows:
Card 1
Columns Variable Type
1-10 LENGNO Alphanumeric word
11-20 Re(F) Real number
21-30 Im(F) Real number
31-40 ALENGTH Real number
41-50 AMACH Real number
51-60 GAMMA Real number
61-70 Re(G) Real number
71-80 Im(G) Real number
Card 2
Columns Variable Type
1-10 Re(AK) Real number
11-20 Im(AK) Real number
21-30 X1 Real number
31-40 X2 Real number
41-50 ERROR1 Real number







76-80 MATRIX* Alphanumeric word
Card 3
Columns Variable Type
1-10 Re(FINC) Real number
11-20 Im(FINC) Real number
21-30 Re(FMAX) Real number
31-40 Im(FMAX) Real number
Card 4
Columns Variable Type
26-35 EPSILON Real number
Card 5
Columns Variable Type
1-10 LOWLIM Real number
11-20 OMEGINC Real number
21-30 UPLIM Real number
* If the coefficient matrix is to be printed out, then MATRIX is printed










6£mn  Function DELTA
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PROGRAM COMRADM( TAPEl, TAPE? TAPES, TAPE6. OUToUT=10I )
REAL LENGTH * IJI , TJ2 * IJ3 , IJ4
REAL N , NVEC , NSAVF(3) • TAUSAVE(3)
COMPLEX PSI 9 FNORM * AN
COMPLEX F. G. AK, FINC9 FMAX, 8ETASTR
COMoLEX BETAl .ETA, HETAN, BETAC, BETAI RETAw T. OMEGA. C. Akl,
I AK? PSIP, AMU, BETATS* C12, I
C(MPLEX D1 * 0 * 0DI a 0 05 * 06
COM40N / RLKA / BETAJI HFTA2* AMACH. GAMMA, OMEGA* ALENGTH, C. AKI
I, AK2 rPT-N. -LMDA, 9ETaI, HETAC. RFTA,,I, LHAT, MHAT NHAT.
COMMON / BLKH / AMU( 3•3n.?) 9ETAIS( ?),1,MATRIX
COMMON / BLKC / LENGTH ' 01(30) * 09(3) D (3n)- * 04(30) *. r)(30
S) , D6(30) * Al(?)
COMMON / BLOCK / C12(3010),ISETLODEXNDEX*EPRR) IEqOw-'
CO"MON / ::"-M / N(3) , TAU(3) , NVEC , TAUVEC , PRINT
C *0
C *** THE FIRST THREE DATA CAR~S ARE THE GENER-L NGII.IF CHAPACTERISTICS
C *** THE FOURTH DATA CAR) IS FOR THE PnST',ION AND CASE IN PRESS AND VEL
C *o0 THE NEXT DATA CARD SVECIF'T S THE INITIAL TIME * THE TIME INCREM
C *** AND THE EPSILON
C ***
C ***
C *** LENN IS THF PROBLEFM IFNTIFIER
C *** F IS THE COMPLEX FREOIUENCY RATIO
C *** ALENGTH IS THE CHAMBER LENGTH TO RADIUS RATIO
C *** AMACH IS THE CHAMBER MEAN FLOW MACH NUMBER
C *** GAMi4A IS THE RATIO OF THF SPECIFIC HEATS
C *** G IS THE COMPLEX NOZLE ADMITTANCF
C *** AK IS THE CIMPLEX LINER ADMITTANCE
C *** XI IS THE INITIAL LINER LOCATION
C *** X2 IS THE LOCATION OF THF END OF THF LINER
C * ERRORI IS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE ERROR IN THF REAL PART OF THE SOLN
C *** ERROR2 IS THF MAXIMUM ALLOWARLE ERROR IN THE IMAG PART OF THE SOLN
C *** LHAT IS THE PRIMARY RADIAL 00DE
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C ow* ,HAT IS THE PRIMARY TANGFNTIAL MODE
C *** NHAT IS THE PRIMARY LONGTTUDINAL MODE
C *** LOEK AND NDEX SPECIFY THF SIZE OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IN THE L
C *** AND N DIRCTIONS RESPECTIVELY
C *** IF MATRIX IS YES THE COEFFICIENT MATPICIES ARE PRINTED OUT
C ow* FINr IS THE FREQUENCY RATIO INCREMENT
C *** FMAX IS THE MAXIMU M VALUr WHICH THE FREQUENCY RATIO UAY TAKE
C *** EPSILON IS THE AMPLITUDE PARAMETER
C *** LOWLIM IS THE INITIALIZTTON FOR THE OMEGA(?) SEArCH
C *** OMEGINC IS THE FQEQUFNCY INCREMENT FOR OMEGA(?)
C *** UPLIM IS THE MAXIMUM VALIIE THAT OMEGA(2) MAY TA (E
C *I*
WRITE(6b. 600
1000 FORMAT(*PM NEW RIBaON PL7 *)
2 READ(5,?0 )LFNGNOFALENGTHAMACHGAMMAGAKX1,X2ErPPORIERROP*,
ILHATMHAT,NHAT,LDEX,NDEX MATRIX,FINC*FMAX
IF( EOF , c ) 50 , 3
3 8ETAC = 1./GAMMA/AK
G = CMPLX((GAMMA+].)/2./rAMMA,0.0 )
RETAN = AMACH * ( G - 1. / GAMMA )
JX = 30
JY = JX - 1
PRINT = I.H
IF ( HETAC .EQ. CMPLX(0.,O.0) .OR. X2 .FO. 0.0 ) JY = 0
CALL LINEAR ( LENGNO , F 9 G. , AK , FINC , FMAX , JX )
CALL NTAU ( 1./GAMMA-BETAIS(1)/AMACH , OMEGA )
NSAVE(1) = N S TAUSAVE(I) = TAU
CALL NTAU ( I,/GAMMA-RETAWI/AMACH * OMEGA )
N(3) = N S TAU(3) = TAU
F = F + FINC
JX = 30
CALL LINEAR ( LENGNO , F 9 G * AK , FINC * FMAX , JX )
CALL NTAU ( I./GAMMA-BETAISM)/AMACH 9 OMEGA )
NSAVE(2) = N. S TAUSAVE(2) = TAU
CALL NTAU ( 1./G4MMA-BETAWI/AMACH , OMEGA )
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N(2) = N $ TAU(?) = TAU
CALL wRYTF
F = F + FINC
4 CALL LINEAR ( LENGNO s F 9 G , AK p FINC 9 FMAX o JX
CALL NTAU ( 1./GAMMA-RETAIS(I)/AMACH • OMEGA )
NSAVE(3) = N $ TAUSAVE(3) = TAIJ








BETAC = CMPLX ( 0.0 * 0.n )
CALL INIT ( C12 , AMU(ll,*2) * 01 , 3 * 30 )
WRITE(6,600)
Al ( 1 ) = 3.141592 35R879
Al ( 2 ) = Al C 1 ) / 2.
WRITE(69601)
CALL CONST




IF ( JY .EQ. 0 .OR. JX .FO. 30 ) GO TO 5




CALL NONLINE (1nHCROSS )
N(3) = NSAVE(1) % TAU(3) = TAUSAVE(1)
NSAVE(M) = N(2) $ TAUSAVE(I) = TAUJ(2)
N(2) = NSAVE(2) % TAU(2) = TAIJSAVE(2)
NSAVE(2) = N(1) 5 TAUSAVE(2) = TAU(1)




N(3) = NSAVE(1) $ TAU(3) = TAUSAVE(1)
NSAVE(l) = N(2) a TAUSAVE(1) = TAU(Q)
N(2) - NSAVF(P) $ TAU(2) = TAUSAVE(2)
NSAVE(2) - N(1) 1 TAUSAVE(?) = TAII(1)
1 F = F + FTNC
JX = 30
IF ( F .GT. FMAX ) 2 9 4
5 N(3) = N(?) S TAU(3) = TAU(2)
IF ( JX .FQ, 30 ) GO TO -0





600 FORIAT(*1*135(1H=)/* *46(lH=),43X46(1H=)/* *46(1H=)* THE FOLLOWI
SNG ARE THE NONLINEAR RESu(LTS *46( 1H)/* *4A(1HE),43X.~ (IH)/* *1
S35(1H=))
601 FOR4AT(*0*50(1H^)/* SECOND ORDER, NO LINER */* *50(1HV))
602 FORMAT(*0*50(IHA)/* SECOND ORDER, W/ LINER */* *50(1Hv))
END
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FUNCTION PESPRIM (M, L)
OIMFNSION A(liA5)
C**** THESE ARE THE ROOTS OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION Or OR
C**** SET EQUAL TO ZERO
4(1 91) = 0.00000000
A(2 %I) = 3.R3170597
A(3 ,1) = 7*015S8667
A(4 ,l) = Il.17346814
A(5 i,) = 13.3?369194
A(6 91) = 16.4706300S
A(7 l1) = 19Q61585851
A(8 91) = 27,76008419
A(9 91) = 2.90367209
A0191l) = 2Q*0468285
C**** THESE ARE THE ROOTS OF THF DERIVATIVE OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION OF Op
C**** SET EQUAL TO ZERO
A(1 ,2) = 1.8411A379
A(2 ,2) = 5.3314477
A(3 ,2) = 8.53631637
A(4 ,2) = 11.7060049n
A(5 ,2) = 14.863S8863
A(6 92) = 1A.01552786
A(7 #2) = 21.164369AR
A(8 92) = 24.31132686
A(9 92) = 27.45705097
A(10,2) = 30.60192297
C**** THESE ARE THE ROOTS OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION OF OP
C**** SET EQUAL -TO ZERO
A(l o3) = .f5423693
A(2 93) = 6.70613319
A(3 ,1) = 9.9694678?
A(4 91) = 1131737070
A(5 93) = 16.347R523P
A(6 3) = 19.512S12 7 9
A(7 93) = 22?.67158177
A(8 93) = 25.82603714
c-13
A(9 93) = 28.q7767277
A(ln,3) = 32.1273P702
C**** THESE ARE THE ROOTS OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION; OF 0
C**** SET EQUAL TO ZERO
A(I 94) = 4.nll~R94
A(2 -P4) = 8*.1523660
A(3 94) = 11.3459241
A(4 94) = 14.9R5R4829
A(5 -4) = 17.798747A7
A(6 94) = 20.97247694
A(7 94) = 24.*44q9741
A(8 94) = 27.100S791
A(9 94) = 30.470~68A1
A(1094) = 33.62694Q1A
C**** THESE ARE THE ROOTS OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE BESSEL FIJUCTION OF '
C**** SET EQUAL TO ZERO
A(1 9 ) = 5.31755313
A(2 t5) = 9.?R239629
A(3 95) = 12.681908 44
A(4 95) = 15.q641070 4
A(5 95) = 19.19602854
A(6 #5) = 22.40103227
A(7 95) = 25.9975968
A(8 5S) = 28.767A436?
A(9 95) = 31.93853934
A(195) = 35.1039166A
1 BESPRIM = A(L. M)
RETURN
ENTRY BESSEL
C**** THESE ARE THE BESSEL NUMqERS OF ORDER ZERO FOR THE ZEROS OFTHE F
C**** FUNCTION
A(1 91) = 1.OOOl0000
A(2 ol) = -0.4n27588095
A(3 pl) = 0*30112R303
A(4 91) = -0.?49704877
A(5 91) = 0o21R359407
C-14
A(6 l1) = -0.19645371
A(7 1t) = 0.18006337;
A(8 91) = -0,167184600
A(9 91) = 0.1567P49R5
A(n,1) = -0.14801110f
C**** THESE ARE THE RESSEL NUMERS OF OPnr ONE FOR THE 7E~OS OF T-4
C**** FUNCTION
A(1 ,2) = 0.591864936A
A(2 ,2) = -n.146125~342
A(3 92) = .2732981111
A(4 ,2) = -0.233304416
A(5 ,2) = 0.0701?6sl
A(6 ,2) = -n.l81R174AR
A(7 ,2) = 0.173459050
A(8 ,2) = -0.1 1R3811
A(9 92) = 0.152292069
A(1^,2) = -0.144242905
C*** THESE ARE THE RESSEL NUMYERS OF ORDER TWO FOR THE 7EROS OF THE F
C**** FUNCTION
A(1 91) = 0o6A649618qS
A(2 '3) = -0.3135283099
A(3 ,3) = 0.?547441217
A(4 9,) = -0.6208815R1
A(S 93) = 0.197917434
A(6 ,3) = -. 19o1010OOn
A(7 93) = n.*67835534
A(8 ,3) = -0.157195167
A(9 93) = 0.149363778
A(10,3) = -0.14078333
C**** THESE ARE THE BESSEL NUMPEPS OF ORDER THREE FOR THE ZEROS OF THE H
C**** FUNCTION
A(1 94) = 0.43439427A3
A(2 94) = -0.2911584413
A(3 94) = 0.2A0738175
A(4 94) = -0.210965?04
A(5 ,4) = 0.1Q041902?
C-15
A(6 ,() = -0.17504840c
A(7 94) = 0.16!9549h5
A(8 94) = -0.153102409
A(9 94) = 0.144866574
A(10,4) = -0.137P44513
C**** THESE ARE THE HESSEL NUMaERS OF OROER FOUR FOR THE ZEQOS OF THE
C**** FUNCTION
A(1 S5) = 0*3996514545
A(2 99) = -O.2743809949
A(3 95) = 0.??959046R
A(4 95) = -0.2n2763849
A(5 ,5) = O.1R4029896
A(6 95) = -0.169878516
A(7 v9) = 0.15865537?
A(8 ,5) = -0.149451156





SLBPOUTINF 8ETAIJ ( J)
COMPLFX A!S(n.AISI A c2,ATc;3.AISc;,AIl;cJDIJI-1 .PSI ,AmURETATSCOM~Ci4,A
IDUJM4YI. Cl?,SUM1,SJM2,SlJM39SUl'44 9 AN
COMPLEX BETA19 SETA24 RETAN9 9ETAC9 eETA19 PETAW19 OMEGA* Co A~lo
JAK2. PS12* FNQRM.o EPSIR7P1
COMMON / RLKA / RETAl, Pr:TA2* AMACH. GAMMA. OMEGA* ALENGTH-p C9 AKI
1* AK2# BETANg RLtADAo 8ETA!. RETAC9 PETAW1, LHATo MHATe.NHAr.
1PSI?,X1 .Xp
COMMON / RLK8 AMU( 33%2),BETA!S( 2),I.MATRIX
COMMON / RLOCK /Cl1?(3to,3Q.),rSETLOF'X,NDEX.EPPOR1.ERPOR2
NHAI = NHAT 1
COM-GACMPLX4(-AIMAC,(OMECA) ,REAL (OMEGA))
SUMI=SUM2SI43=SIIM4=CMPLX(O.Oe~eO)
DO 10 LP =I .LnEx,
DUM =SESSEL(MHAT.1 ,LP)
DO 10 NP = 1 9NDEX
SUM4=SUM4 + AMU(LPNP# 1)*DUM *C12(NHATeIQNP)
ID CONTINUE
00 p0 NP =1 9 NflEX
DU)MI:AMU(LHATgNP, 1)
SUMI=SUMI + nUMI
SUMP=SUM? + IMl*(-1.)**(NP *1)
IF(NP.EQ*NHAT +1) GOTO 2n
SUMi=SUM3 + DUMI1*2.*COMEGA*(NP1)**2/(NPI)**2 -NHAT**?)
20 CONTINUE
AISO=HETAI*AK 1/PSI (DIMMY)/EPSIZN (LHATMHATNIHATALENG-T4.PLMDA)






A~r~IfD-h1 V~~ +w~ GMA*COMEGA*FNOPM(LHAT.MHAT.NHAT.RLMDA*
1ALENGTH)*SUMI)/EPS17N%(LHATMHATNHAT.ALENGTHRLM40A)
BETAISt?)=(ASO -AIcl A 152 -A153)/A155
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'ITE(6*100)Jo BETAIS(2)
AN =1I / GAMMA -BETAISM2 / AMACH
wRITE(6,lfll) AN
Al5r) = ETAIS(2) -RE:TAISq~j)
IF( AHS(REAL(AT5t))/PFAL(PFTATSf I ))).LEEPeR0Rl AND).ABS(AI.AG(AlIS
l0)/AIMAG(9ETa1S( I ))).LPERROR2) GO TO P
SETAIS(i) =RETATS(P)
RFTI IRN
2 ISET = I
F =REAL (OMEGA )/1.834118179
RFTIRN
100. FORtMAT(*0 6ETAI(*,I?**) =*,?G21..14)
101 FORMiAT(*+**70X** N =*q?G?1,149*I*)
END
SUBP'OLTINE CALP4U( JP
COMPLEX AmU.GI ,G?,PST ,DuMM-Y. IDUM13,CI?
COMPLEX DU,4i.DUM?,tFTAIS.SUMlS.S,COMEGASLJ?14S~-~SUM?,uM3SOM
4
COMPLEX RFTAI* 8ETA29 RETAN9 6ETAC. RET419 BETAW19 OM4EGA. C. AW19
IAK2. PSI2, FNORM
COMMON / PLK / RETAl,9 RFTA24i AMACH, rAP4MA* OMEGA. ALENGTH9 Co AKI
19 AK29 6ETAN* RLMDA. RETA!, RETAC9 RETAW1, LHAT, MHAT. NH-AT.
1PSI?,X1 .X?
COMWtON / 93LK9 AMU( 3,3Vn.?),'ETfATS( 2).I.MtjTPIX
COMMON / RIOCK /CI?(I0,1n),ISETLDEXNDEXERROR1.EPP'4?
ISET = ()
DO qO L = I o LDFX
RLMflAI= BESPR14(MHAT.1,L)
AC= 8E-SSEL(tmHAT,1LHAT)/PFSSEL(MHAT+1,L)
















NX = NHAT I



















DO I NX = 1 9 NOEX
N = NX - I


















DO RO LS I LnEX
C- 20
00)O 0 NX =I NDEX
NS=NX 1
PLMflA2=RESPPIM( PAHAT + 1* LS)
DUMI = EA*PINLA*H~ NS ,ALENGTH*PLMD4A)*H3F5SEL(4H AT.I.
ILHAT)/EPS!KAT(LStHATNSALENGTHqPLMDA2)/BESSEL(HATI1LS)
DUIJM = CMPLX( Oslo 0.0)
SUMtS=CMPLX (0. .. )
IF( LS .EQ* LHAT *ANn. Nc .Er). NHAT 1 i', 16
15 AMU(L4ATv NX*?) =CMPLX( 0.0 * 0.0
GO TO 80
16 SUM I SUM2S iM3=Sl M4=rmPL x(0 &0 9 &O)
DO qQ LP = I * LOEX
RLmnAl=8ESSEL (MHAT +1 ,LP)
RLME)A4=ESSFL(NI-T *1 ,LHAT)




0O ?1 NP = 1 9 NDEX
DUMI=AMU(LStNP9 1)
SUmlISUmI *Dti41
SUM?=S)N2 + DkjP4*(-1.)**(NP +1)
IF(NP.EQ.NX) GOTO 21





SUMI=SUM3 + AMC~311;2*S*2/9AEGHAULQ~ 1)
SUMI. (-I1o) *AfIACH*SIJM3
DUMI=CMPLX(O.O,0.0)
IF(LS&EQ*LHAT) DUI1=(8ETftISC2) - BETAWI)*AKI
DtMlOUM1 +DUM3*(G1(X2,NS) -GI(Xli*NS))
II)Il=tA'flM/PSI (DUMkl4Y) /F4O~k( LHAT ,MHATNHATPPLMDAoALEN3TH)





IF ( J *EQ. 2 ) GO TO 14
18 DO 11 L = I# LOEX
00 11 N = I * NOEX
11 AMU(LNI) = AMU(LtNo?)
14 IF ( MATRIX .NE. 3HYFS ) GO TO 13
KS = 1
KF = LOEX
WRITE(6,100) J, KS, KF
00 12 N = 1 , NOEX
12 WRITE(6.11i) N, ( A MJ(LNel)* L = KS, KF )
13 CONTINUE
IF ( AMU(LDEXNDEXI) .NF. AMU(LDEX*NrEX,2) ) GO TO 1R
CALL BETAIJ ( J+1 )




100 FOR4AT(*O N J FOUAL *,I2.* L EQUAL *,Il,* TO *.I2)






IF( N .NE 0) OUM = nUMI/2.
IF( M .EQ. 0) GOTO 1
EPSIKAT = (0.5-M *M /(2.*RLMDA*PLMDA))*lnUMI
RETURN
I EPSTKAT = OU1/2o
RFTURN
ENTRY EPSTZN
IF ( N .EO. 0 ) GO TO 2










COMPLEX FUNCTION 61 (X9N)
REAL LENGTH
COMPLEX BETAI, RETA?9 BETAN, 9ETAC9 BETA19 BEFTAWT, OMEGA- C, ~
I AK?' PSI?
COMPLEX DIJ1M1, (3D1JM, RETA
COMPLEX Mii 9 RETAIS ,I
COMPLEX DI 9 02 , 03 D 4 , D5 , D6
COM'4ON / RLKA / RETA1. RFTA29 AMACH. GAMMA* OMEGA., ALENGTH. C. AKI
It AK(29 HETAN, PLMDA, RET419 BETAC9 9F'TAWI. LHAT9 MHAT. NHAT.
1 PS129XI4 X?
COM4ON / 9LKR / fU(19309,>) 9 BETATS( 2) 1 * MATPIx
COMMON / RLKC / LENGTH . 01('30) ' n l3(3e ) 9 04(10) - ')c;(30
S) D 6(10) 9 AI(7)
GO)UM(AIRETA.X)=(CEXP(I*RETA*CMPLX(X,0.fl))*(I*RFTA*CMPLX(COS(A*X)
$,0.1),CMPLX(A*SIN(A*X)qO.0)))/(CMPLX(AA0.flh4ETA*ETA)
A =N * 3,141SQ2653SA479 / ALENGTH
GI =(OMEGAAMACH*RETAI)*GDUM(AIBETAlX)
IF( N FEQ, 0 oAN0* CARS( 8ETA2) .LEo 1.E-100 )- GO TO I
Gi = *GAMMA*(Gl+(OMFGA4AMACH*IETA?)*C*GDIJM(AIPRETA?,X))
RETUJRN
1 BETA = C * OMEGA *X
61 = GAMMA *(GI RETA)*I
RETURN
ENTPY GIFPST
A =N *3*1415926959979 /LENGTH
IF( N .EQ. 0 *AND. CARS( BETA2) .LE, i.E-1OG ) GO TO 5
GI = ((AMACH*AMACH-l.)*RFTAl*9ETAI,?.*OMEGA*AMACHBETAIOMEGA*OMEG






.5 GI = ((AMACH*AMACH-1.)*RFTA1*BETA1,?.*OMEGA*AMACH*q3ETAIOMEGA*nMEG










IF(M*iEQ.O) PIJMI = Sc;
O&JMP=FNORN1(Lm.NRLmfl~iALENGTH)**2





IF( M *EQ. nl ) DOIJM .R15
DU!M1DUMI*EPSIKAT(LMNALENGTHRLMnA)*BESSL(MI1lL)**2
















COMPLEX RETAl, BETA?, BETAN, BETAC, RETAI BETAWI, OMEGA, Co AKI
I AK?9 PSI1
COMPLEX Ml * AMP 9 T
COMPLEX DI , 02 • D3 , OD , 05 * D6
COMPLEX GRUM s BETA
COMMON / RLKA / RETA1, BFTA2, AMACH, GAMMA* OMEAA. ALENGTH. Co AK1
1 AK2* ETAN. RLMDA, RETAI, RETAC, RETAWI, LHAT, MHAT, NHAT,
I PST29XI9 X?
COMMON / BLKR / MU(3,30,7) , AMP( 2) ,I , MATRIX
COMMON / PLKC / LENGTH * 01(30) 02? ) (30) p n3(30). ,r4(3n) * 05(30
5) , D6(30) , Al(?)
GBuM(A*RETA*ALENGTH,N)=(RETA*(CEXP(RETA*CMPLX(ALENGTHO.0))*CMPLX(
$-1.0,0.0)**(N+2)+CMPLX(-1.*00*0)))/(CMPLX(A,0.0)+BETA*BETA)
A = N*N*3.141592 6 535 97Q*3.14159?653c979/ALENGTH/AL
E N GTH
G? = -ETAI*(AMACH*BFTAI ?**OMEGA)* G B UM(ABFTAI
1TALENGTH*N)
IF( N .EO. 0 .ANO. CABS( BETA2) .LE. I.E-IO ) RETURN




G2 = GBUM ( A o I * BETAl , ALENGTH , NHAT )
IF( NHAT .E,). 0 .ANO. CARS( RETA2) .LE. 1.F-100) GO TO 3
G2 = (G2+C*GUM4(A,I*RETAPALENGTH ENHAT))/EPSIZN(LHATMMH ATqNHAT*ALE
SNGTH,RLMDA)
RETURN




REAL FUNCTIO'N INTEGRL (FqA98vLHAT9LqL8ARtMHAT*MSAR)











INTFGPL = W( 1)*F(A*CONST*X( I)gAP619ARG29ARG3)
00 1 1 P911




REAL FUNCTION I1 ( X , RLMDA , RLMOAL , RLMRAR )
C **
C *** THIS FUNCTION SURPROGPAM ASSUMES THAT MRAR EQUALS TWO MHAT
C *0* AND THAT MHAT EQUALS ONE
REAL JO • JI • JP
J2( A'RG ) = 2.*J(ARG)/APG-JO(ARG)
C 0*
C *** THESE ARE THE INTEGRALS FOR m EQUAL ZERO
C ***
I1=JI(RLMDA*X)*Jl(RLMDAL*X)*JO(PLMBAR*X)/X S RETURN
ENTRY 1? 5 Il=JI(RLMDA*X)*J(RLMDAL*X)*JO(PLMBAR*X)*X $ PETURN
ENTRY 13 $ TI=JO(RLMnAL*X)*J1(RLMDA*X)*JO(PLMBAR*X) c RETURN
ENTRY 14 % II=JO(RLMOA*X)*JI(RLMOAL*X)*JO(RLMBAQ*X) $ RETURN
ENTRY I S$ Il=X*JO(RLMDA*X)*JO(PLMDAL*X)*JO(PLMRAP*X) $ RETUPR
C on
C *** THESE ARE THF INTEGRALS FOR M EQUAL TWO
C t
ENTRY 16 % I1=J1(RLMnA*X)*JI(RLMDAL*X)*J2(PLMBAR*X)/X $ RETURN
ENTOY I7 $ II=Jl(RLMDA*X)*JI(RLMDAL*X)*J2(RLMBAP*X)*X $ RETURN
ENTRY I 5% Il=JO(RLMAL*)*(RLL)J(RLMDA*)*J2(RLMBAR*x) RETURN
ENTRY 19 % Il=JO(RLMMA*X)*J1(RLMDAL*X)*J?(PLMBAP*X) % RETUPN
ENTRY 110 S TI=X*JO(PLMDA*X)*JO(RLMDAL*X)*J2(PLMRAR*X) S RETURN
ENTRY Ill % 11 = X*JO(RLMDA*X)*JO(RLMAR"' J1(RLMDA*X) $ RETURN
ENTRY 112 1 11 = JO(RLMRR*X)*J1(PLMOA*X)**2 $ RETURN
ENTRY 113 $ II = X*JI(RLDA*X)*Jl(RLMOA*X)*J2(RLM8AR*X) $ RETURN
ENTRY 114 $ I = Jl(OLMDA*X)**2*J2(PLMBAR*X) S RETURN
ENTRY 115 5 II = J1(PLMDA*X)**2*(PJ( LMBAR*X) $ RETURN
ENTPY R1 % 11 = X*(JO(RLMDA*X)*JI(RLMDA*X))**2 $ RETURN
ENTRY R? $ 11 = JO(RLMDA*X)*JI(RLMDA*X)**3 $ RETURN
ENTRY R3 % I1 = J1(PLMOA*X)**4/X S PETURN
ENTRY R4 S 11 = JI(RLMDA*X)**4*X $ RETURN
ENToY RS 5 11 = JO(PLMOA*X)**3*J1(RLMDA*X) $ RETURN
ENTRY R6 $ II = (JO(PLMDA*X)*J1(RLM)A*X))**?/X $ RETURN
ENTRY R7 T Ii = JO,(RLMDA*X)*J1(RLMDA*X)**3/X/X $ RFTURN
ENTRY R 5 11 = J1(RLMDA*X)**4/X/X/X $ RETURN




















Su89OUTINE LINEAP LENGN) 9 F G 9 AK ,FINC , FMAX 9 JA
C'oMoLEX 8ETAI, 8EFTA29 8ET-ANt R-ETAC* RETAI9 PETAWI1. OMEGA. C. AKi.
I AKP9 PSI?. AMIJ, BETAIS. C12
COMPLEX 6, ANp AK, 1, A4, A59 BETAp OUJml, DUM2, PSI* DUMtMY, 61,
I rG2,FqAKAFINC9FMAX
COMMON / 8LKA / BETA19 RFTA29 AMACH. GAMMA, OMEGA. 4LEN(;THo C* AKI
to AK29 HETANo PLMDA, RETA rg BETAC, RFTAWI9  LHAT9 MHAT. NHAT.
IPSI?tXlX?
COMMON / BLKB /AMU( 393t1,2),BETAIS( ?)*IMATRIX
COMMON / BLOCK /C12(3091O),ISETLnExNOEXKEPRORI.EPROR2
I = CMPLX ( 0,0~ 1, ).





6FTAL= (OMEGA*AMACH) / (1 .- MACH*AMtACH) +BETA
8ETA2=(HETAl)-2o*RETA
C = - CEXP ( I *ALENGTH* ( BETAI - BETA?
C = C * (8ETAI * 'ETAN * GAMMA *(OMEGA + AMACH *BETAl )
I BETA? + BETAN *GAmMA * (OMEGA + AmACH 8 ETA? )
PSI';' PSI( DUMMY )**2




DOJM? = CMPLX(-AIMAG(RETA7O) REAL(BETA2))
DOJM? DUM2*ALENr7TH











BETAI = BETAWI - AS / A4
dETAIS( 2 ) = BETAIS ( I ) = BETAI
WPITE(6,100) LENGNO













AN = 1. / GAMMA - BETAWI / AMACH
WRITE(6,103) AN
8ETAWI = ( AETAI * C * RFTA2 ) / ( GAMMA * (OMEGA * ( 1. * C ) +
1 AMACH * ( BETA! * C * BFTA2 ) ) )
WITE(6,112) BETAWI
AN = 1. / GAMMA - BETAWI / AMACH
WRITE(6,1f3) AN
WRITE(6109) BETAIS(1)
AN = 1. / GAMMA - BETAIS(I) / AMACH
WPITE(6,103) AN
IF ( X2.LE.I.E-0.OR.CABS(BETAC).LE.1.E-10) GO TO 1
JY = JX - I
CALL CALMU( JY )
1 JX = JY * 1
IF( Jx .EQ. 30 ) 2 * 3
2 WRITE(6.l?2)
3 RETURN
100 FORMAT(*1 THIS IS ENGINE NUMBER *A1l)




102 FOR14AT(*0 8FTAN *92G21.14)
103 FORAAT(*4*o7OX,* N = *or2,4**
105 FORY~AT(*o RETAWI =**.?G?1*14)
107 FOR4AT(*0*,t,~j.149* WAS THE TIME FOP THE ITEPATION **621.14)
108 FORMAT(*.*97n~,* K =*9,2~114)
109 FORmAT(*0 8ETAI( 1) =*61.4
110 FORrIAT(*,4,71X,* THE COEFFICIENT MATQIX IS *ql?,* X4**13)
112 FORmAT(*0 8FTAWID = *92G71.14)
113 FORMAT(*0 W/~i = 9r?14
115 FORMAT(O*.*7C0X** THE LINFR '3EGINJS AT *vF6*4.* AND ENO(S AT *,F6.4)
116 FORmAT(*O THE MACH NUMS3EP IS *9G21.14)
117 FOR'4AT(*+*#70xo* THE RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS IS *,G21.14)
11g FORmAT(*0 THE FREQUENCY TS *4 2G21.14)
119 FOR1MAT (*.#,70xo* THE LENG'TH OF THE COMBUSTOR IS *9G21.14)
120,FORlAT(*+#,70X,* G * P62C,1*14)
121 FOR-.AT(*0 6ETAC = *.2G?1*14)














REAL 11),; 13914e15916,17,18,19, I)0,INTEGRL.LENTH
COMPLEX DI 9 D2 9 D3 9 D4 9 05 9 06
COMPLEX A , 8 , 0 tIgT6(109392) 9 GIFRST
COMPLEX HI. R~q To 3ETAN9 BETAC. RETAT, BETAW!. OMEGA* Cs 4KI.
I AK;!g PSI?, MUJ 9 AMP 9 C12,FNORM
COMMON / RLKA / Al * F31 AMACH9 GAMMA, OMEGA* ALENGTH. Ce AKI
It AK29 BETAN9 RLMDA9 BETA1. BETAC# RETAW1. LHAT, MAHT. NH4T.
1PSI,9XI ,xp
COMMON / 9LKR / MIJ(1,30,,) 9 AMP( 2) *1 9 MATRIX
COMMON / RLKC / LENGTH 9 01(30) 9 D?(30) 4 03(3n) o 04(3n) % DS(30$)- 06(30) 9 A1(7)
COMMON / BLOCK / C12(30910)9ISET.L0EXNDEXEPROR1,EPPOR2
EOUTVALENCE ( 01 ( I ) 9 1516 ( 1 91 9 I1
EXTERNAL Ii * IP9131I4o!5, 6,17v18,T9oI1O
D(AB.XqN) = (A*(CExP(A*CNIPLX(X,0.0))*CMPLX (-l.0O.OO)**(N.2) .CMPLX
C 4
C ** NOTE THAT IN THIS SUBROUTINE BETAI o BETA2 BECOME '31 9 832
C RESPECTIVELY,
C
833 = B1 + 8?~
DO I NX =1 9 NOEX
N = NX-
8 = CMPLX (N * 3.14l992r,5358979 / LENGTH 9 0.0)
DI(NX)='31*D(2o*I*3lRLFNIGTH.N),'33*C *0(14 83,B.LENGTH.N)+C *C
S *R2*D(I*2o*B298,LFNGTHN)







.f3LENJGTHN) .?.*C *R1*82*D(I*R3,R.LENGTHN$)#C *C *8P24 B?*D(7**1*82oR.LENGTHN)
IF ( CABS ( B? ) 9LE, 1.F-10O ) 4 9 5
C-33






5 00 P L = I * LOEX
14U(LtLI92) = C4PLX(INTEGPL(1190*091*0-PLHAT*LHAT-pl-*2el) * 0*0)
MU(L9l2o2) = CMPLX(INTEGOL(I29OoO9l.O9LHATgLHAT91-9291) 9 0.0)
Mt)(L*13#2) = CMOLX(INTEGPL(1390*091*0,LHATtLHAToL#2*1) 9 0*0)
MU(L91592) = CMPLX(INTE60L(1590.0*1.09LHAT*LHAToL92vl) 9 0*0)
MO(L91692) = CMPLX(INTEGPL(1690*091*09LHAT*LHAToL*2*3) * 0.0)
MO(LP1792) = CMPLX(INTEGPL(1790*091.09LHATqLHAT*Lo2*l) * OsO)
MU(Ltl8*2) = CMPLX(INTEGPL(189090-ol,,O*LHATqLHAToLq2,o3) , 0-0)
2 MU(L*2092) = CMPLX(INTEGOL(11090*0*loogLHATLHAToL9293) , 0.0)
C
iC *** CALCULATTON OF INTEGRALS r9 AND 16 * AND THEN SUM
;c











MU(19192) = 8ESSEL(MHAT+19LHAT)**2 * SETAC
DO I NX I , NDEX
N = NX
MU(IP292) (to-GAMMA)/4. * (AMACH*AMACH*AMACH*D?(NX)+2.*OMEGA*AMA
$CH*AMACH*(DS(NX)+D4(NX)/>,)+39*OMEGA*OMEGA*AMACH*DI(NX)+OMEGA**3
*01(NX)) (AMACH*D?(NX)+OMEGA*05(NX))/2.
mu(19392) (AMACH*DI(Nv) 4, OMEGA D3(NX))/2.
C-34
MU(19292) = fn2FRST'( XP s N GIFRST( XI 9 N
M(J(19492) = CMPLX ( ( -1. N 9 0.0 ) -
Mkj(1,692) = P!13(29292)*M(J(l94q2)*MU(3-p492)
Ml)(PqSq;A) = Ml)(2q392)+MU(;1q4q2)*MU(3s4v2)
00 1 L = 1 9 LDEX
1516(NX*Lol)=Al(l)*Mii(lol*2)/FNORM(LgogN*BESPRIM(IL)*LE,"IGTH)*(













COMPLEX FUNCTION GAMM (L . 4 # N)
REAL LENGTHI
COMPLEX F OF X I
COMPLEX BETA1, RETA2. 8FTAN. BETAC9 RETAI. 8ETAW!. OMEGA% Co AK19
I AK?9 PSI?* MUJ 9 AMP oCI?
COM44ON./ RLKA / R3ETAlq RrTA29 AmACH. GAMMA. OM EGA. LENGTH. Co AKI
19 AK29 6ETAN, RLMDA* BETa!. BETAC9 RETAWI, LHAT, MHAT% NHAT.
IPSI,',X1 X?




1IF I '4) 7 2
1 RETUjRN




IF (N )4 o 31 4
3 F OF X =CMPLX (X2 - XI 9 0.0 ) S GO0 TO 5




5 IF ( N9 ) 7 9 6 9 7
6 GAMM = GAMM*(FBETA1I3TAN*(l)*NRETAC*2.*F OF X) S RETURN
7 GAMM = GAMM*((8ETAIRETAN*(-1.)**N)*fl.-M*M/PESPRIM(Me1,L)**?)/2.+
$$iFTAC*F OF X) S RETURN
END
C-36
SUBROUTINE INIT ( A , C , L * N )
DIMENSION A(l) , B(1) * C(1)
INDFX = L*N*p
no I = I * INDEX
1 H(I) = 1777 o0000 0o  O On 00
INDEX = INDEX * ?
S00 I = I * INDEX
2 C(I) = 1777 A000 0000 0000 00008
INDEX = N*N*?
DO I I = I - INDEX




SUBPOUTINE NONLINE ( LOCATE )
PEAL LENGTH
COMOLEX GAM4 , DELTA, MUSND. 4UCROSS(3930,2). FNOPMr COR
COMPLEX BETAl, BETA?2* ETAN, BETAC, BETAI. BETAWI. OMEGA. C, AKI1
I AK?q PSI , AMU, 9ETAIS, C12, I. ETA
COMMON / RLKA / AETAli BFTA29 AMACH9 GAMMA, OMEGA. ALENGTH, Cq AK1
I, AK2, BETANo PLMDA, BETAI, RETAC, qETAWI, LHAT, MHAT, NHAT.
IPSI;,XlX2
COMMON / RLKq / 4MU( 3*3092)BETAIS( 2),IMATRIX
COMMON / PLKC / LENGTH , MUSND(30,3,2) * AI(2)
COMMON / BLOCK / C12(30,30)*ISET,LDENDX,EXERRORI*EPPOR2
EQUIVALENCE (C12(1 ),MUCROSS(1,I,1))
C *
C ** CALCULATE NECESSARY CONSTANTS
C o
IF ( LOCATE oEQ. 10HCROSS PROD ) CALL X PROD
00 1 NX = I 9 NDEX
N = NX - 1
DO I L = I 9 LDEX
COR = 4 *OMEGA*OMEGA-ETA(LOgNXgLENGTHo9ESPRIM(iL))
MUSND(NXLI) =(MUSND(NXL1l) + MUCROSS(LgNX,*))/ ( COR + GAMM(L.O
S*N) + DELTA(LoN) ) / FMOOPM(LON.RESPRIM(1,L),LENGTH)
COR = 4o.*MEGA*OMEGA-ETA(L,2,NX,LENGTH9,ESPRIM(3,L))
I MUSNO(NX.L,?) =(MUSNo(NX,L,2) + MUCROSS(LNX,2))/ ( COR + GAMM(L,2
$,N) + DELTA(Lo2.N) ) / FNORM(L2,N,RESPRIM(3,L),LFNGTM)
IF(MATRIX.NE0.HYFS) GO TO 4
WRITE(6,6tn) LOEX
DO 2 NX = I * NOEX
N = NX - 1
2 WRITE(6.601) N * (MUSND(XLIl),L=1,LDEX)
WRITE(6,602) LDEX
00 1 NX = 1 , NDEX
N = NX - I
3 WRITE(6,601) N 9 (MUSND(NXL,2),L=1,LDEX)
4 RETURN
600 FORMAT(*0 NO12X *L EQUAL I TO *12.6X* M EQUAL 0 *)
601 FORMAT(* *I1* *10G 1.6)




REAL II.I~qI3, I4 9I5 ,1 6917,I8,19,110.INTEGPL.LENGTH
COMPLEX MIUPPOSS(133f7,)
COMPLEX MIJSNr) , zcROSSI * ZCRISS2 9 PSI
COMPLEX 819 @?. 19 8FTANq RETAC9 8ETAT, RETAWI, OMEGA, C. AwI.
I AK?g PSI?,p MO 9 AMP 0 C1:?oNORM
COM'40N / 8LKA / 81 9 * AMACH, GAMMA, OMEGA- ALENGTH9 Cq AKI
I, AK29 BETAN* QLMDA9 f3ETAT, BETAC. RETAWI. LHAT4 "HAT. NHAT.
COM.iON / RLKR / MU(3*30*,>) 9 AM4P( ?) *1 *MATRIX
COMMON / RLKC / LENGTH o MUSNO(30 9,) *A1(2)
COMMON / 9LOCK / C12(3O.10).ISET9LOEXNf)EXEPRORIERROk?
EQUIVALENCE (CI2(lol) 9 MIJCROSS0l.I9l))
EXTERNAL II. ?. I3I4*I5,T6,I7,I8,lq.110C $$$
C $$S THESE ARE THE CONSTANTS TO BE USED IN THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM
WPITE (6,600)
M4 (9l 1 )=CMPLXU.90900/PSI(O)/FNOPM(LHATMHATNHATPLMDALENTH)
MLI(291,?) = CMPLX((l.0-GA'4MAJ/4*0 9 0.0)
mti(1919?) =I * OMEGA
MOu1,2,?) = AMACH*AMACH*R31*BI*2o*OMFGA*AMACH*BlOMEGA*OMFGA
MU(?222) = (AM4ACH*AMACH*R2*24?.*OMEGA*AMACH*8?OMEGA*OMEGA)*r
MtU(1,4,?) = CMPLX( 1.14 1 592 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 /LENGTH '0.0)
HtJ(19292) =AMACH*MU(3949P)
MU(191592) MU(392o?) * MU(1,2,2)
















mi)(19792) = OMEGA*8FT AN* (AM ACH*(81*'-41)(2-,8,p2) +B2*HLJ(3oqo?) ) +OmEr A*(






DO I NX = I * NDEX
NBAR = NX I
DO I LBAR 1 9 LDEX











MU(?91492) = CMPLX ( 0*0 9 0.0
M(j(1914*2) = CMPLX ( 0*0 9 090








MM1915,2) = R I *MU (3 .c),, 21 * 1

















00 ? L = I LDEX
MU(191192) CMPLX(RFSPRTM(MHAT+19L)OOOO)
Mtj(?q 1192) MU (19 11 t;-)) *rMPLX(RLMDAoO.0)
MO(2914*2) MU(P9149P) +MU(LqNY91)*(MU(29lo2)*M(J(L922*2)*
S(MU(19292)* (MU(191 *;!)*-M(J(3911 -P2) -MU(39Q-p2) *MU'(2* 12*?)
$+MU(29292)*(MU(3919?)*Mt)(I*IP-*2)-MU(3*992)*MO(391292))








$MU(1q16q2)*MU(191292)))/7*$4plj I Poe A 4101*1 (PLM'^*"U(191 lg'p *-U(L-o25q2)-MHAT*(MU(lo I 1* 2)*
,- - -7 N I.P m 4-1 c 1-1
$ MU(L923*2)+RLMDA*M(J(L92492))+CMPLX(2.*MHAT*MHAT90.0)*MU(L92l9?))





2 MU(191442) = MU(191492) +MUILgNY91)*(MU(291.?)*MIJ(L*2792)*
$(MU(lq292)* (MU(1419P)*MU(3911*2)-MU(39Pe2)*MI-1(2*12,o?))
l;+t4U(2-p2-o2)* (41)(39 1 12,p2)-MU(3,9q2) *kf(J(39 1242) )
S*MU(lv392)*((4U(39397)+Mfl(l-oIO92))*Mt)(3911-o?)+MU(291642)
'A*MU(2- 129?) ) +MIJ(2o3-P;))* ( (MU(39392) +MU( I q 10,PP) ) *M(J( I -o 12*2) +




$ (MU (I q592)*M0(2912q;!) *Ht)(?9592)*MU(1912-P;!)-MIJ(3-P 15q2) *MU(3, I I*?) -










3 MUCPOSS(LBARgNX92) = MU(1q1q8)*MU(3q2?o2)*MU(39I4i2)
RETuRN
600 FORMAT(* *50(IH+)/* WITH THE CROSS+PRODLJCT TERMS*/* *500H-10)
END
C-42
COMDLEX FUNCTION ZCROSSI (A,MNPI,X)
DIMENSION PI(2)
COMPLEX A* ZR. ZD, ZF
C * NOTE : IN THIS FUNCTION qURPROGRAM PI IS DEFINED AS PI( 3.14 ETC )
C *** DIVIDED BY LENGTH
ZA (PX) = SIN(P*X)/P/2.
ZH (A.PX) = (A*SIN(P*X)-P*COS(P*x))/(A*Ap*p)
ZC (PX) = (X+SIN(P*X)/P)/2.
ZD (A,X) = (A*X-1.)/A/A
ZE (PX) = -COS(P*X)/P/2.
ZF (AqP,X) = (A*COS(P*X)*P*SIN(P*X))/(A*A+P*P)
ZG (PX) = SIN(P*X)**./P/2.
IF ( 4 .EQ. N ) GO TO 1
PA = (M-N) * PI S PR = (M+N) * PT
ZCROSSI = CEXP(A*X)*(ZA(PAX)+ZA(P9X)A/2.*(ZB(APAx)/PA+Z(A
$.X)/P9)) $ RETURN
1 IF ( CABS(A) .LT. 1.F-100 ) GO TO 3
IF ( N .EO*. 0 ) GO TO 2
PA = 2.*N*PI
ZCROSS1 = CEXP(A*X)/2.*(CMPLX(.O.OO)/A+ZF(AvPAX)) $ RETURN
2 ZCROSSI = CEXP(A*X)/A $ RETURN
3 IF ( N *NE. 0 ) GO TO 4
ZCROSSI = CMPLX( X , 0.0 ) $ RETURN
4 PA = 2.*N*PI
ZCROSSI = CMPLX(ZC(PAX),0.0) $ RETURN
ENTRY ZCROSSP
IF ( M .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 7
IF ( M .EQ. N ) GO TO 5
PA = (M-N) * PI S PR = (M+N) * PI
ZCROSSI = CEXP(A*X)*(ZE(PAX)+ZE(PBX) +A/2.*(ZF(APAX)/PAZA(pR.x
$)/PR)) $ RETURN
5 IF CABS(A) .LT. i0E-iO ) GO TO 6
PA = 2.*N*PI
ZCROSSI = CEXP(A*X)*78(A.PAX)/CMPLX( 2 0..*0*0) S RETURN
6 ZCROSSI = ZG(N*PI,X) $ RETURN






P = NHAT * PIORL s U = N * PIOPL
GO TO (195)9 TYPF
I IF(NHAT*EO.NJ.AND.N*EOO) GO TO 2
IF(NHAT.EQ.NAND.N.EO.O.OR.NHAT.EQ.O) GO TO I
IF(NH-AT.EOoNoAND*N.NF.O) GO TO 4
ZNTEGRL = CEXP(A*X)*(CMtPgX(SyN((P-Q)*X)-(P-O),StN((PQ)*4)(P+fl) 
,f
RETURN
2 ZNTFGRL = CEXP(A*X)/A S RrTURN
3 ZNTFGRL = CEXP(A*X)/(A*AP*P)*(A*COS(P*X),P*SIN(P*X))s PE-TURN
4 ZNTEGRL = CEXP(A*X)/(A*A,*P*P)*((A*COS(P*X),*P*SIN(P*X))*COS(P
$*X) ,2.*P*P/A) $ RETURN
5 IF ( N *EC). 0 ) GO TO 6
IF(NHAT.EO*N, ANDoNHAT*E0.O) GO TO 7
IF(NHAT.EO.N.AND.N.NE.O) GO TO 8
ZNTEGRL = -CEXP(A*X)/CMPLX(2.OO.0)*(COS((Q-P)*X)/(Q-P),COS((O+P)*
$*COS((Q*P)*X).(Q*P)*SIN((Q*P)*X)?/(A*A,(Q+P)#(Q+P))))S RETURN
6 ZNTEGPL =CMPLX(09C90*O) $ RETURN
7 ZNTEGRI = CEXP(A*X)*A*STN*X)Q*COS(Q*X))/(A*AO#*Q)S RETURN






REAL LOWLIM, LENGTH. THETA(3), INTEGPL
REAL 11, 12, 13, 14, I5, 16, 17, B1 199 110 I11l 112, 113. 114.
$115
COMPLEX A, El. E? E3, E4, BICON, 82CON. 83. ZINTGRL. Z(24). CCON,
SFNOPM* PSI. WM91, WMR2, MCOD. BMODO, RMOD0. W1M. 'RM, WMBICOi,
SWMBCCN. oSISTPST PSICON. RETAI2. OMEGA2. OMFGAC, RETAIC, ANC. (1R
$)*ZINT(4). REVAL(5). ZNTFGRL. SLOPE, RETASTP
COMPLEX R1 , 2 o BETAN. BETAC, BETAI, BETAWI* OMEGA* C. AK1.
I AK, PSI?, MU. RETATS C?12 I. MUSNO
COMMON / RLKA / 91 * R; . AMACH. GAMMA, OMEGA. ALENGTH, Co AKI
1, AK2, BETAN, RLMOA, BETAIs BETAC, RFTAWI, LHAT, MHAT. NHAT.
IPSIPX1iXp
COMMON / BLKR / MU(3,30,?) 9 BETAIS(2) ,I * MATRIX
COMMON / RLKC / LENGTH * MUSND(30,3,2) 4 A1(2)
COMMON / BLOCK / C12(30, 0).ISETLDEXNDEXERRORI*ERROR2
COMMON / ROOT / RETAT2 , RETASTR , SLOPE
EOUIVALENCE (R(1),MUJ(11.2)) 9 (Z(1).MU(17.2)) , (ZINT(1),MU(1s15
$*2)) • (PEVAL( 1)MU(2,16.2))
EXTERNAL II. 12, 13, I14 IS, 16, 17, 18, 19. n11, Ill 112. 113.
$114. 115
EXTERNAL RI. R2, R3, R4, R5, R69 R7, R8, R9
DATA PI / 3.14159265358979 /





C ************+** NOTE. IN THIS ROUTINE THE INTERACTION ************
C ***e************* INDEX (N) HAS BEEN REPLACED RY THE ***********
C ***************** ALPHA CHARACTER 8, SO AS NOT TO BF *************
C ***** ++***** CONFUSED WITH THE MATRIX INDEX (N)= *************
C en*4 on * +**********************






B3 = 81 - 82
CCON = CON.G ( C )
CMOD = CA9S ( C ) **?
CONST = NHAT * P1 / LENGTH
El = I*(2o*RBI=-CON)
E2 = I*(2o0 *2-2CON)
E3 = 1*81
E4 = I*~2
OMEGA2 = CMOLX(0o0 0.O)
PIORL = PY / LENGTH
PSISTR = PSI? * FNORM(LH~T,MHAT,NHATRLMDA,LENGTH)**2
PSICON = CONJG(CSQRT(PSISTR))
WBHM = OMEGA - AMACH * 8ICON
WB2M = OMEGA - AMACH * BPCON
WMB1 = OMEGA + AMACH * B1
WMB? = OMEGA o AMACH * H?
WMBICON = OMEGA * AMACH * BICON








C *** THESE ARE THE THETA-INTEGRALS
C ***
THETA(1) = 4o75 * PI
THETA(2) = PI / 46
THETA(3) = PY
C



























C THESE ARE THE Z-INTEGRALS
C
ZINT(l) = ZINTGRL( E1qCOKJST9LENGTH*0.0)
ZINT(2) = ZINTORL( E79CONST*LENGTHqooo)
ZTNT(3) = ZINTGRL( EloCONISTgLENGTHgooo)









s CCot4*w 4RP* 4Mfi2*(ZltJT(3)42e*C*ZINT(4)+C*C*ZI JT(2)))


















C REOFFINE THE INTFGRATION L141TS FROM X1 TO X2
C
IF( CABS(RETAC),LP-.I*E-lnoORoX2-XI.LE*I.E-10) 60 TO 2

















Z(2'1) = -T*(RICON*ZINT(l) +(CMPLX(2.0#0-0)*C*RIC0N +CCON*R







C EVALUATE THE VOLUME rNTEGRALS
C
C TERMS 4 AND 5
C





















C EVALUATE THE SURFACE rNTFG9ALS
C
C * FIRST DO THE LINER INTEGOALS
C
IF( CABS(BETAC).LE.1.F-l0.ORoX2-XI.LEol.E-10) GO TO 5







SLOPE = SLOPE + GAMMA*tffTAC/CPLX(200o0)*(THETA(3)*PEVAL(4)*z(14
$)/CoNJG(PSICON))
C
C ***EVALtUATETHE INJECTOR INTFCRALS
C
5 ASSTGN 3 TO REDEFIN
ZINTMI =zINT(2) = INT(3) = ZINT(4 = CMPLX ( 1.0 * 0.0)
GO TO 1






SLOPE = SLOPE + GAMpA8TAI*C'PLX(2.0O)*(THETA(3)*R(B)*Z(14)/CO
SNJG(PSICON))
C 0
C EVALUATE THF NOZZLE TNTEGPALS
C0*













SLOPE = SLOPF + rAMMA*BFTAN*CMPLX(2.090.0)*(THETA(3)*P(R)*Z(14)/CG
SNJG (PSI CONO
r
C THESE ARE THE PHI(2) , PHI(I) PRODUCTS
C
C
00 15 L = I LOF:X
C ***
C THE THETA TNTEGRALS REMAIN THE SAME AS THOSE DEFINEn-ABOVE
C
C THESE ARE THE R-INTEGPALS
r
R(9) = CMPLX(RLMnA* TNTErRL(IllgO-091.09LHATgLHAT*L*MHAT+Iol)-"HAT
$*INTEGRL(Tl2oOoO9loOoLHAT*LHATgLg iHAT+191) *0.0)














R(Iq) = CMPLX( BESPRTM(I*L)*TNTEGRL(1159n.091*09LHATqLHATqLoMHAT+
$93)-2*0*INTF-nRL(T69OoO9lo09LHATqLHATgLot4HAT*193)90*0)
REVAL(I) = CtAPLX(RLMDA* Tll(l*09RLMDAgRLMDA*BESPPIM(IeL))-MHATitlI
$(I.r9RLMOAqRLM0AvBESPPIM(I*L)) 90*0)
RFVAL(?) = C!4PLX(RLMnA* T13(1*09RLMDAoRLMDABESPPIM(I*L))-MHAT*Il
$(lejqRLmo4qRLMOABESPPIM(3,L)) 90.0)
REVAL(3) = CMPLX(16(loOoPLMDA*RLMDAeRESPRIM(39L))90.0)
REVAL(4) = CMPLX(12(1*040LMDAgRLMDA98ESPRIM(19L))*O. )
REVAL(S) = C!4PLX(17(1*09PLMDAvRLMDAgRESPRIM(39L)).00.0)






















C THESE ARE THE Z SURFACE INTEGRALS
C
IF CA8S(BETAC)oLE*IoE-lOeOR*X2-XI.LE.I.E-10) Go TO 12
C-5 2
ASSIGN 12 TO REDFFIN














C EVALUATE THE VOLUME INTEG;RALS
C *
12 8ET41? = RETAI2-(MUSM D(NX9,LI)*THETA(3)*( (R(Q)*7(l1;)-N*PTOPL*R(I13)






C ~ EVALUATE TH-E SURFACE INTEGRALS
C *
C FIRST DO THF LINER INTEGRALS
C *
IF ( CAHS(BETAC).LE.1.E-1lOQR.X2-X1.LE.1.E-10) C,0 TO 13
BETAI? = BETAI2 + SETAC* GAMMA/2.o /PSICON*(MUSND(NX9L~l)
$ 2.0 3 .MUSNfl(NX( .12) *(THETA (2) *(REVAL (S)*Z( 19) -(REVAL (2) *
SZ(2f)-N*PIORL*REVAL(9)*Z(21))/ 2.0 )-MHAT*THETA(3)/
C EVALUATE THE INJECTOR INTEGRALS
C-53
C *
13 ASSIGN 14 To REDEFIN
ZINT(1) = ZINT(2) = ZINT(3) = ZINT(4) CMPLX(1.flO.l)
GO TO 11





C * EVALUATE THE NOZZLE TNTEcRALS
C *
ASSIGN 15 To REDEFIN
ZINT(l) = CEXPf-I*BICON)* (-19)**(NHAT.kl)
ZINT(2) = CFXP(-1413?CON)* (-1.)*OV'JHAT*N)
ZINT(3) = CEXP(-I*81CON')*
ZINT(4) = CEXP(-T*B?CON)* ((-1.)**NHAT*(1.-(-1.)**N))
GO TO 11








CALL SOLSION ( OMEGA 9 [iFTAI 9 GAMMA , AMACH 9 01
602 FORMAT (*O*///)




SUBROUTINE NTAU ( AN , OMEGA )
REAL N , NVEC
COMMON / NORM / N(3) * TAU(3) , NVEC , TAUVEC 9 PPINT
DIMENSION AN ( 2 )
PIE2 = 2. * 3.141592A53 A979323846
ANR = AN ( 1 )
ANI = AN ( )
N = ( ANR**? + ANI**? ) / 2. / ANR
IF ( ANI .LT. 0.0 ) 59 6
5 TAU = (PIE?-ACOS(1-ANR/N))/OMEGA
(GO TO 7
6 TAU = ACOS( 1.-ANR / N ) / OMEGA
7 IF ( PRINT .EQ. IOHNO PRINT ) RETURN
WRITE(6,100) N(1) , TAU(I)
100 FORMAT(*0 THF INTERACTION INDEX IS *G21.14, 2X* THE SENSITIVE TIME
S LAG IS * G?1.14)
RETURN
ENTRY NORMAL
DET OF A = TAU(1)*TAU(1)*(TAU(2)-TAU(3)) + TAU(2)*TAUJ(2)*(TAU(3)-T
SAU(1)) + TAtI(3)*TAU(3)*(TAU(l)-TAU(2))
ANR = (N(1)*(TAU(2)-TAU(3)) + N(2)*(TAU(3)-TAU(1)) + N(3)*(TAU(1)-
STAU(2))) / DET OF A
ANI = (TAU(1)*TAU(1)*(N(?)-N(3)) * TAU(2)*TAU(2)*(N(3)-N(1)) + TAU
$(3)*TAU(3)*(N(1)-N(2))) / DET OF A
ANR = 2.*ANR*TAU(2)+ANI $ PIE2 = SQPT(ANR*ANRI1.)
TAUVEC = ANR / PIE2 $ NVEC = -1. / PIE2
IF ( TAU .LT, TAU(2) ) GO TO 1
NVEC = -NVEC $ TAUVEC = - TAUVEC
I WPITE(6,600 NVEC 9 TAUVFC




SUBROUTINE SOLSION ( OMEGA * BETAI 9 GAMMA , AMACH , PI )
REAL NVEC 9 N? * LOwLIM
COMPLEX OMEGA , BETAT , RETAI2, OMEGA2 , OMFGAC , BETAIC 9 ANC
COMPLEX OMEGSTR, OMEGCOR. BETASTR, WORWO 9 SLOPE
COMMON / NORM / R(3) • TAU(3) 9 NVEC , TAUVEC * PRINT
COMMON / ROOT / RETAT2 * RETASTR , SLOPE





6(3) = B(1) $ TAU(3) = TAU(1)
30 OMEGA = CMPLX ( 0.0 90.0 )
SOLN = 0.0
6ETAI? = 8ETASTR




CALL NTAU ( ANC , OMEGAC )
20 CONTINUE
OMEGINC = -. 10
OMEGA2 = CMPLX ( -10.0 * 0.0 ) $ OMEGSTP = OMEGA?
SOLM = 1.0
PRINT = 10HNO PRINT
KOUNT = 0
IVEC = 1




CALL NTAU ( ANC , OMFGAC )
GO TO ( 22 * 23 ) , IVEC
22 G = F(B-P(2)*NVECTAIJ-TAU(2),TAUVECSOLN)
IVEC = 2
OMEGA2 = OMEGA2 + CMuLX ( OMEGINC * 0.0 )
C-56
GO TO 21
23 GI = F(B-R(2),NVFCTAU-TAU(2),TAUVEC.SOLN)
IF C Gl* Gl.LT. 1.E-19 .OR. (GI-G)**2 .LT. 1.OE-100 ) GO TO 24
8ET4I1 = (OMFGSTR*GI-0MEGA2*G)/(G1-G)
OMEGSTR = OMEGA? $ OMEGA2 = RETAI2
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
IF ( KOUNT .GT. q00 ) GO TO 25
G = GI1 GO TO ?1
24 CONTINUE
WORWO = OMEGAC / CMPLX(1.R4118378.0.0)
WRITE(6O606)
WRITE(6,600) RETAI?, OMEGA2, EPSILON, OMFGAC, WOPWO, RETAIC, ANC
PRINT = 10H $ WRITE(6.605) 8(1) * TAU(I)
DIS o = SQRT((R-B(2))*(B-R(2))+(TAU-TAU(2))*(TAU-TAU(?)))
WPITE(6,608) DISP
WRITE(6,701) KOUNT
N2 = H - B(?) $ TAU? = TAIl - TAU(2) $ WRITE(6,70?)N2,TAU?,G.G1
IF ( SOLN ) ?8 , 20 9 29
28 EPSILON = EPSILON * 0.10
IF ( EPSILON .LT. 0.51 ) O TO 30




29 OMEGA2 = CMPLX ( 10.0 f.0 )
IVEC = 1 $ OMEGINC = -. 10
SOLN = -1.0 $ KOUNT = 0
PRINT = 1OHNO PRINT 5 GO TO 21
500 FORMAT(25XFI.0)
501 FORMAT(//)
600 FORAT(*O 8ETAI2 EQUALS *9221.14912X* OMEGA2 EQUALS *?G21.14//
S* EPSILON EQUALS *FIO.5//
S* OMEGAC EQUALS *2G61.14,12X* FREQUENCY RATIO EQUALS *2G21.14//
ao RETAIC EQUALS 2Gl.14,i,12X* N CORRECTED EQUALS *2G?1.14)
605 FORMAT(*O THE INTERACTION INDEX IS *G21.14q23X* THE SENSITIVE TIME
S LAG IS *G21.14)
606 FOR4AT(*0*I3R(lHS))
607 FOR4AT(*0*50(IH*)* FOR EPSILON EQUAL *F4.2* IT DID NOT CONVERGE*)
608 FORMAT(*O NORMAL OISPLACFMENT = *G21.14)
701 FORMAT(*0 KOUNT EQUAL *110)





COMMON / ALKA / A(31)
COMMON / RLKB / R(367)
COMMON / RLKC / C(361)
COMMON / ALOCK / (1A05)
DATA TAPE NO / 1 /
GO TO ( 1 , ; ) , TADENO
1 TAPF NO = ?
-REWINl 1




2 TAPF NO = 1
REWINO ?





GO TO ( 4 * 3 ) , TAPENO
3 READ(2) (A(I),I=131) .(8(I)9~I=1367) * (C(I)*I= 363) 9 (D(T),I
$=191805)
RET IRN





THE FORM OF THE INPUT DATA IS
REFERENCE 0.930 0.00 2.700000000.330000001.20 0.9166 0.00
5.0 0.0 0.0 0.90 0.010 0.010 1 1 0 3 30NI
0.010000000.000000000.900000000. 00000000
THE VALUE OF EPSILONI IS 0.10
-0. 0 +0.10 +10.0
THIS IS.ENGINE NUNRER REFERENCE THE COEFFICIFNT MATNIX IS 3 X 30
THE MACH NIJMqER IS .33000000000006 THE RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS IS 1.2000000000000
THE FREQUENCY IS 1.7307127737000 0. THE LENGTH OF THE COMhUSTOR IS 2.700000000000
THE PRIMARY MODE ASSOMEO IS LHAT a I MHAT u I NHAT 0 THE LINFR BEGINS AT 0.0000 AND ENDS AT .4000
w/w6 .Q 94000000000000 0.
HETAN a 2.7499999999999S-02 0. G *91b666666666bb 0.
RETAC = .IA666666666667 0. K a S.0000000000000 0.
RETAwl ,22R41576h91221 .1 798Q019 3 95453  N a *14116440329633 -,38781876Q9917 I
4ETAwIDO *22Il4T~7491221 .1?7An1939Q453 N * .14116440329633 
-*3H781876Q5917 I
RETAIl 11 a -. 125175604SAI 5.4214240$29716RE-02 N a 1.2139Q?5031691 
-I16430072AR7793 I
RETAIl ?) -8A.8637142027QW lE-02 .234P70262I3A29 N a 1.101Q07334024 -. 70990988526754 I L
PETAII 11) -4.74043589717107E-02 .2111353458143 N • .9769AR96h58718 T.640495591767 I
BETAl( 4) a -5.61807157129?4AE-02 .20Q4q951898918 N * 1.0035779264028 -. 635604602q9751 I
RETAIl 51 a -S.30523717AIk45E-02 PtS1n834358394 N * ,9940946SH1063 -*65S76797Z709 I
RETAIl 6) * -S.1080 48831T57E-f02 .21411940711915 N qRRAA13045101053. -. 64R8466Ri39A6 I
BETAI( 17) -S.10069049770763E-02 .?214PI6It76024 N a .98789471205174 b.64912OhS93999 I
THE INTERACTION INDEx IS .7070940293463 THE SENSITIVF TIME LAG IS 2.48665335635
THE INTERACTION INnEx IS .60330641846113 THE SENSITIVE TIME LAG IS 3.2269990766139
- - - -- -- -- --- - - -. 
------------------
* - -- --- - ----------. ----- THE FOLLOWING APE THF NONLINFAR RESIILTS 
-- *.
AAAAAAA AA AAA A AAAAAA AAA AAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAA %AAA AA
SECOND ORnER. NO LTNvR
wvvwwvVVV VV V Vvv vVvvvvvvvvvvvvvvyvvVVVyy~P
N L EOUAL I TO I m E12'aAL 0
0 S.474SR6E-03 605.9646.E-04 '..3192AAE-04
I 2.SOIRF-OI0 A 0-~-7l~p? 1.IA?7'r-0? 7.942h4c-1-A7Q6F-05
2 ?.SlQP9IE-0? IqS;1F0-.~;9ro l.0OFI094F-07 lo15Q7?PE-04-?oS697IFoL.
3 4.S1??7E-? 
-A7?E-1-.407Fl-I3 4*?0I6667F-01 1.I?3Q11E04-1.5,1?$?E-04
4 I1.!Q94wiOF.-O 9.224hhF-01-,.,VA:304F.o3 1.64 '''IQAF-03 7.2Q?4F-q35-Q).7714IjF-PS
s -5.o7',3IZE-03 7.42I-19*1,2r 6.91;10OF-o4 4.AS9P3F-05-h.S3"249F-0r%
6 -Z.4Ri)A9F-C3 Q.436-4%AQIF0 3.I1E16or-0. 4.I3AF-n-4.33?4:-0 c? -I.SR5AqS-01 06ISQF0-13AqFo 1.7I1f4?V-fl6 3.?717fi0,-.SO5.IO5;)-
8 1.11ASODF-03 1. SSA6?QF-4-P.3IC;lSF-04 90S5'I4F-oSl ?.973775f-0ns-P.e.61n27-05
9 -AiI1E0 l~S4I-4I473r0 6.gi4ClSPE-ncs 2.93?-;?0&4A-l
13 -3.3711?5E-0. 1.?SI356F-04-4o60?o33r-05 I.975,O4E-O5i 1,3PRM04E-09-A.960944F-06
i5 -2aA~707'E-0' 4 7h~o-.lAoro lo321476E-OS; 1,flI47E-c-A.3%h7S'V-0A
16 -2.?I'%33AE-04 7.4Q6-S?.76Q-r 1.02'R41nF-05 1.f%?RE-'-i.33I6Q4E.O6
17 -1.Q75a.76E-Ogs~ 2F0-.o ,~.-SQS1A'Eo A7.? fi-O'4-4.717AsF-0o
18 3.*7R1'.6E-O' 6;776F0-l974r0 7s59113PF-0h A.?74n'3-0*3E(o6 r.n 9Elq,-Q6
19 -1.4a60 f0d. r-42QfiQ9F-O5I#54r.3QV-0o% ?.POP139FflA 7.Ih34PEO-6-1.6flt04C-.06
20 -1.1776'MOF-04 4.6054Q5 -0'I#I44h722?-r# S5.AAI?E-lA 6.A145-S0E-0b-3.I4l%07F-0,s 0%l?I -1.)9R5'.SE-04 4.39130'.E-0%-IPIA1145F-05 5.669q349E-06 S.9S?4A3E-fA-2o923342E-0h o22 -I.I;PR450E.04 lo7fiA279E-05-Il?7qlq-05 4-6AIAF-06 S.h99QlhE-A6-?.S2396AE-0oA
?3 -9.Q?16,AIE-05 lo62774hE~n-g.93'%n9or-06 4.5tis9crrr-o 5.0114A7E-V)6-2.377411E-06
24 -9.41?Q43F-0c% 1-1393A?F-or%-C.037';03r-0& 3.03049;4;-04, 4.A32AQ.E-06.?.06Ii663F-06
?5 6.156662F-09, l*049I'7f!-p5-7*5SRSIF-06 3o7944S4F-06 4.?M?%SifF.-n6-1.97I4?QtE-oA
26 -?.QAScPS'E-' ?*65R115E-05-7@4In0477-06 3-IRR33F-06 4.I'.61P2E-nh-I.7?65,9nF-06
27 -7.IPST7Q7F-05 ;'*5998h8F-09-Ao27fl?30w-0 3.195?PARE-Of 3.695'f69E-o6-I..h6l6IAr-0f
28 -6.4c'.?19E-Ort 2.2AoA14F-S-6ol1cnnfj~r-0f ?*713usr-0i% 3.5942R3-ft6-1.461M7E-06
P9 -6.1i'.16F-O5 2*R437#0E-O5-rs.Z7730IF-06 29730430E-06, 3*21943jE-fl6-1.-I1YqIF-06
N L EOUAL I To M 1 EiiAl. 2
0 S.4.9o7?7E-02-q.A6A?SSE.:03 9.?4q17SV-04 5.A685i9E-4-175)4sIE-n-1.?i7o7oE-04I 4.C;0APO0E-02-P.60254RF-0? 1.09Q791lr-03-I.OSRA3E-04.?.1I9%;71E-04 6.509q20iF-O6
2 1TQ9EO-.1a62-Z4.3391-04-571 157E-'-R.A?4nsi-ni 6.7?fMA5'P-09
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